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OHA.l'TER I 
STATEMENT OF Tim :PRO:BLEM 
1. To determine the vocabulary burden encountered by 
intermediate grade pupils in reertain current social studies 
textbooks. 
2. To construct vocabulary matching exercises to 
accompany these textbooks 'for the purpose o:f developing a 
more meaningfnl vocabulary. 
Introduction 
"Language is our only means o:f commu.nicat ion with 
others. If the individual rs vocabulary is limited, he 
is necessarily handicapped in the true expression of 
his thoughts and ideas. It is generally recognized 
that children with greater mastery of vocabulary are 1 more successful in their school work and adult life. n 
llfupils with the greater knowledge. o:f word meaning 
do the better school work. It has been :found that 
word meaning score on the Stanford Achievement Test 
is a reasonably good predictor OI the total score of 
the test and that it continues to be a fair predictor 
even when the intelligence quotient is held constant. 
Word. meaning score is a better predictor of total 
achievement than is the intelligence quotient as 
measured by the Kuhlman-Anderson Intelligence Tests. 
More emphasis should. be placed on the teaching of 
vocabulary, to improve general achievement of elementary 
school pupils. 11 2, 
The large number of unknown words encountered by inte~­
med.iate grade :pupils in social studies text books makes 
li. Large, "Word Lists as Background. for Communication,." 
Teacher's College Record, 45: 543.,.552. Nia.y!t 1944. 
2A. E. Tra;gler, tt'The Relationship between Vocabulary and 
General AchievemEnt in the Elementary School," Elementag 
School Journal, 45: 331~333. February, 1935. 
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vocabulary instruction a necessary consideration to all 
teachers. 
"Capable teachers nave always directed attention 
to the meanings o:f word e:le.ments, to the functions 
of the imp or tan t w.ord.s in a passage, and to shifts 
in the meanings of words wherever such attention 
will assist the child.Lto make accurate interpreta-
tions of the reading matter. n3 
The problem of equipping a child with a su.fficient fund 
of word meanings is particularly important in the intermediate 
grades, because in this period are found. rapid ext:ansions of 
reading interest, rapid growth in reading skills, and rapid 
increase in the amount and variety of material used. 
In spite of the fact that there have been a great number 
of worthwhile vocabulary investigations, there is great need 
for further research on both speaking and writing vocabulary 
and learning difficulties peculiar to given words. The ability 
to interpret understand.ingly and accurately the meanings con-
veyed by thes.e woJZ·d.s as they are assembled in phrases, senten-
ces and paragraphs, is an important phase of reading. Teachers 
are increasingly aware of the larg~ number of vocabulary diffi-
culties found in many textbooks even in so short a space as a 
paragraph. Pre~ thinks that much of the difficulty which 
-~--~------.---~-3•Readi:ng in the Intermediate Grades," Prepared by tha 
CGmmittee of the National Conference on Research in English, 
Ninth Research Bulletin o~ the National Conference on Research 
~ in English, New York: Scott Foresman & Company, 1941. 
4L. 0. :Pressey, and s. L. :Pressey, uA Critical Study of 
the Concept of Silent Read.ing Ability," Journal of Edueational 
Psychology, P• 25-31, January, 1935. ' 
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~upils have in studying their textbooks is due to lack of 
: kn·owledge of the important, more or less tecJ:mical, words in 
a subject' ana. that a vocabulary must "be developed for each 
subject. Students who previously have achieved at least 
average success in reading~ a~pear to "be unable to interpret 
many passages :found in the history or geography textoooks; 
with the conseque:nt result of ~oor recall. The :frequent 
a~pearane;e of a great many facts and. new word.s make it indeed 
di:fficult :for the average and slower learning child to una.er .... 
stand the material. at hand.. Te.achers raise the question, as 
does McKee, 
•noes the :fact that the words constituting the vocab-. 
ulary of a given "book can "be found among the most im-
portant words of a noteworthy reading word list, guar~ 
antee that the vocabulary of the book is wi·thin the 
understanding of children for whom it is intended?"6 
O'Connor advocates the teaching of meaning vocabularies 
since he found 
" ---an extensive knowledge of the exact meanings 
of English w-.ords accompanies outstanding aucoess in 
this country more often than ~ other single char~ 
acteristio which The Ruman Engineering Laboratories 
have been able to· isolate and. measure .. n6 
In the selection and use of social studies textbooks in 
the middle grades, the our den o:f interpretation of the vocab-
ulary placed. on the children is greater than is usually 
-----5p;.;;-_l-M;K;e, "Word Lists and Vocabulary Dif:fioul ty~in 
Reading Matter,u Elementary Epglish Review, 14: 241-245. 
February, ],.93?.-
6Johnson 0 'Connor, ttvocabulary and Success," Atlantic 
Monthll, 153: 160. February, 1934. 
realized. by teacher13. With these :facts in mind, the authors 
have attempted to determine the vocabulary burden o:f the 
social studies texts used in their respective grades and have 
constructed vocabulary matching exercises to make for better 
understanding of the material presented in these texts. 
~revious Research 
none o:f the facts emphasized repeatedly,by all in-
vestig~tors is the surprising lack amo~g children of 
clear accurate meanings of words. The development of 
such meanings is a specific obligation of t eache~s 
at all grade levels and in each field of study." 
:McKeeS stated that printed symbols do not give meaning 
to the reader; they act merely as nfusesu to stimulate him to 
make meaning in his mind. ThiJ:J he does by recalling, manipu .... 
lating, and combining concepts tba t the printed symbols st:and 
for. I:f the reader does not possess the concept or meaning 
that the printed symhol r'epresents, it is utterly impossible .. 
for him to !ead the symbol and achieve meaning. The real and 
fundaroontal source of meaning in reading lies in the concepts 
that the reader takes with him to the pr intea. page. Reading 
of the simplest type "f!.aY be defined as the making o:f correct 
meaning under the stimulation of printed symbols. The teacher 
of any content field must nlook ahead,.. t.o discover what con ... 
---------------7William s, Gray and Eleano; Holmes, The Development o:f 
• 
Meani!i Vocabulary in Reading (~ublication of the LaboratQry 
· Sc~oo s o:f the U~iversf'tY of Chicago, No. 6. Chicago: The 
Un1versity of Ch1eago, February, 1938• P• 17 
8~au.lMcKee, '~Certain .Matters of.ImpJ>rts.nce f~ the 
Teae.hing of _Reading,,n . Elementary Engl1Sh Rev~ew• : ll6; 
April., 193'7. 
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cepts must be constructed before his pupils can read with 
meaning the material to be placed in their hands. Only when 
a new meaning is surrounded by an ample supply of very 
familiar d.etail, needed by the reader to build the new meaning, 
does wide reading serve as a means of increasing real reading 
ability. 
In their study carried out at the University of Chicago, 
Gray and Holmes9 found that, 
"---a) meanings arise out of the experiences of the 
learner 
b). they take the form o:f feeling reactions, bodily 
attitudes, and memory images 
o) they possess the qualitative attributes of 
richness, accuracy, organization and clarity." 
Doleh10 :further states that, 
1
'0ne o:f the greatest stumbling blooks in the way o:f 
better reading is the reader1s superficial and inadequate 
word ideanings. n 
The children read many t many words, but get only the 
shadow of what the authors tried to convey by them. We can 
work in at least three directions: 
1. For more concrete meaning behind the s.ymbols in 
our book. 
2. For greater exactness of meaning. 
5. For more appreciation o:f what lies behin~ the 
words they read. 
9~ray and Holmes, ~· cit., p. 18 
lOE. W. Doleh, :Problems in Reading (Illinois: The 
Garrard :Press, 1948), p. 5 
. '· 
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Investigators have f'ound that word meanings are developed 
very gradually. Gray and Holme.sll list fou.r fuetors whieh 
determine to a very large extent the ~rowth of' a child's 
vocabulary, 
u---namely, his capacity to learnt the cha.raeter ef 
the~environmentt the nature and development of his 
interests, and. the kind of instruction receivea .• :n 
Very few findings have been reported on the problem of 
readability of books. Gray carried on a study of readability 
in the field of a:hildren 1 s lit era ture• He reported that the 
effort to increase the readability of books began more than 
a century ago. Authors and publishers at present are making 
a vigorous effort to develop simpler and more readable texts 
for US·e in the content fields. Their attention has been 
.. 
centered on six major f'actors, paper, print, vocabulary, style. 
organization, and content. Of these? Gray1,2 emphasized the 
importance of vocabulary, 
u __ .;.because words are the concrete units of which 
reading material is com:posed.n 
"It is elear that a book or a selection to be read 
hy child.ren at any given stage, should, in its vocab-
ulary, stay well within the understanding of these 
children. In order -that the child may read with 
meaning, most of the words included should fall with-
in his reading vocabulary. The inclusifln of toe, many 
unknown or difficult word.s blocks comprehension and 
---------------llwilliam s~ Gray and Eleanor. Ho1;mes, The 'Development o£ 
Meaning Vocabular¥ in I{eading (:Publtcation a£ the Laboratory 
Schools of' the Un1versity of Chicago, No. 6. Chicago: The 
University of Chieago, February, 1938)* p. 17 
12william s. Gray, ":Progress in the Study of Readabilityt 
Elementary School Journal, 47t 493, May, 1947. 
6 
retards interest in read.ing. Reading without the 
realization o£ some degree of correct meaning is 
a myth. The source of meaning in reading lies in 
the concepts or meanings which the reader takes 
with him to the printed :page. The fundamental 
measure o£ the difficulty of a printed word is 
the d~gree of familiarity which the reader has 
with the concept of meaning that the printed. sym .. 
bol represents in the setting in which it is used. 
Each new word or group of words representing an 
unfamiliar concept, must be surrounded by plenty 
o£ familiar a.etail in order that the reader may 
have what he needs to build the new meanings as 
he reads. One of the great difficulties with 
many books used. by children in school, particular-
ly in the e.ont ent fields~ is this lack o:f familiar 
detail essential to the construction of new con-
cepts through reading,.·tr13 
Thorndike stated, 
"The vocabulary load is the chief £oroe opposing com-
prehension~ We must know what it is in order to make 
good use of a book in helping pupils to reaa..n14 
Many notable authorities have evinced great interest in 
the frequency of words.15 
1. Thorndike's Teacher~ s Word Book is a most signi-
ficant study,. ~his listed, in frequency order, the 
twenty thousand words most frequently :found in English 
reading material. 
2. Horn 1 s rese~ches produced a basic writing 
-------------~-13:Paul MoXee, 11Wor d Lists and Vocabulary Di£fioul ty in 
Reading Matter,~ Elementary English ~eview, 14: 241-245, 
November, 1937, 
l~d.ward L •. Thorndike, '1Improving the Ability to Read, n 
Teachers 0 ol]a; ge Record, p. 9_, October, 1934. 
15J. Conrad Seegers, ttRecent Research in Vocabulary 
Development,n Elementary English Review, 23: 61.-.68, 
February, 1946. · 
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vocabulary o£ ten thousand wor"a.s most commonly used in 
writing. In comparison with the Thorndike List, this 
list shows words having special,ized use not listed iu, 
Thorndike. 
3. Fitzgerald also compared one hundred words of the 
widest :fre~uenoy in the Horn Adult List, Ashbaughts High 
School List, and Fitzgerald 1 s Elementary Lis.t, and 
reported a large overlap in all three. 
4. Buckingham and Dolch r·s Free Association Method of 
Investigation led them to suggest a grade by graae 
vocabulary of nineteen thousand words1r 
5. Rinsland, in studies at the University of Oklahoma 
on the vocabulary o£ children in Grades I, II, III, and 
IV pointed out the discrepancies between words used by 
child.ren and established lists. 
6. Gates, on the basis of a series of studies listed 
the fi:fteen hundred word vocabulary which he considered 
necessary for children 1 s reading. These words are 
listed in order of importance. 
7. Shambaugh and Shambaugh tried to discover the words 
more important in daily voc.abulary. Their studies__ re-
sulted in a list of four thousand, five hundred and fif-
teen different words of which thirteen hundred nine were 
common to Grades IV through VIII~ 
8 
Hornl6 and Fitzgeraldl7, in their research at the Uni~ 
varsity of Iowa, compiled word lis.ts based on vocabulary use 
in writing. Dolchl8 stated that, 
ttThorndike 's extensive study gives only the usage 
of reqding matter not the words of children doing the 
reading. The two are not identical.----- Dr. Buck-
ingham acquired his word list by employing a free 
association method.n 
Since it is generally conceded that children with greater 
mastery of vocabulary are more successfUl in their school work 
and in adult life, exhaustive studies to determine the most 
successfUl methods of enlarging and enriching their vocabu-
laries have been made. 
Orosscupl9 reported, 
n---most research up to the present time has 
contented itself with attempting to determine whether 
word meaning eould be learned best by casual emphasis 
or by ITnatural" or indirect acquisition or by direct 
instruct ion. n 
Following a series of vocabulary studies undertaken in 
-----i6i};;;;t-Ho.r:n, A :Basic Writing Vocabulary; 10,000 words 
Most Commonly Used in Wri·ting, (First Se:ties, No. 4. Iewa 
Oity, University of Iowa Monographs in Education, 1926) 
17James A· Fitzgeraldj "Letters Written Outside S~hool 
by Children o:f the 4th, 5th, and 6th Grades, A Study of 
Vocabulary, Spelling Error~ and Situationa,.u University o:f 
lowa Studies Series, 26'7 9: 9.,48, January 15, 1934. 
18E~ w~ Doleh, UQra.de Vocabularies, n Journal of Educa ... 
tional Research, 16: 16-26 June, 1927. . 
19Riohard c:re.sscu:p, "Survey and Analysis o:f Methods and 
Techniques fo.r Fostering Growth of Meaning Vocabulary t" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1940J 
9 
connection with the teaching of history in a fourth grade, 
Rolmes20 concluded 'that alL children should. receive instuo .... 
tion in meaning and use of new word.s prior to the time men 
they would be needed~ 
Gatea21 listed. the following principles to o.bserve in 
developing word meanings: 
1. Teach the pupil to utilize meaning or context clue;:~ 
and word form ·cl.ues aimultaneously. 
2. Introduce new wo:ra.s in context. 
3. Review the word promptly in waried context. 
4!0 Set up exercises which focus the pupil ~s mind sharply 
on the word 1 s meaning. 
- 5. Introduce various followwup activities in which the 
meanings of the word are appli&.d to clancrete practical situa~ 
tiona, 
6. Encourage the pupilla effort to derive word meanings 
from context, even in oases in which it results in error. 
In relation to development of word meanings Betts22 
stated that a substantial portion of child.ren with reading 
deficiencies do not have a system for the identification of 
--~--25ii;~;~;-Holmes. "Vocabulary Instruct~;n and Reading," 
Elane.ntary English Review p~ 103 April, 1934. 
2~!> I. Gates, Improvement of Reading, (New York: Mac-
millan Company, 1936), p. 182. 
22Ermnett Albert.Betts, The Prevention and Correction of 
Reading :Di:fficulties, (Evanston, Ellinois: Row, :Peterson and 
Company, 1936), Ohap. 11 p. 220-226. 
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new words. The acquisition o:f a :faulty system o:f word recog~ 
nition may be prevented by giving ~wstematio and d.e:fin:ite in-
struction in this phase o:f reading. 
1, Speci:fio word recognition drills should be g:iven as 
preparation :for the reading in which they will be practiced 
immediately. 
2. Variations in the general patterns of words provide 
one clue :for visual discrimination between word :forms. 
3. Use o:f context clues should. be stressed. 
4. Picture clues can be used to extend word meanings 
through visual associations. 
5. Visual analysis-o:f word :forms is an essential skill 
to be acquired. 
6. Practice in visual analysis should include the 
breaking down o:f compound words. 
7. Skill in syllabieatien contributes to both spelling 
and re~ding e:f:ficiency. 
8. Supplementary reading materials should be selected 
in terms o:f overlapping vocabulary. 
In their experimental study Gray and Holmes23 :found that 
the methods o:f promoting vocabula~y growth must vary with the 
types of words encountered, :from the natural or incidental 
method to the systematic study o:f lists o:f wora.s. 
~-'!'W~-----------23William s. Gray, and Eleanor Holmes, The Develillpment o:f 
Meaning Vocabulary in Reading, (:Publication of the Laborata.ry 
Schools of the University of Chicago, No~ 6. Chiaago: The 
University o:f Chicago, February, 1938), P• 17. 
11 
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Unfortunately, only a limited amount of experimental evidence 
is available. On the basis of sueh evidence, 
nit appears that more or less specific emphasis 
upon meanings supplementing the help derived from 
context, is probably the most effective general 
plan to adopt in study activities. n24 · 
Many writers seem to have slight regard for the diotiGn-
ary method of word development. Glicksb~rg2P stated, 
n:rhe metb.od of listing words that students must 
learn by consulting a dictionary is wasteful and 
psychologically, as well as linguistically, wrong. 
Words do not appear in isolation. Students do not 
n:learnn the meanings by looking them up in the 
diet io:nary. u 
In contrast to this Blaisdell26 believes that there is. 
some justification for use of the dictionary metho.d. He 
averred, 
"A faint shadow o:f the meaning of a wo.rd is about 
all-that the dictionary can give; and that is a 
shadow o:f only the intellectual meaning; nothing at 
all of its spiritual, its imaginative, its emotional, 
its suggestive meaning~ its connotation, can be had 
from the dictionary.n2·t . 
Nevertheless instruction in the use of the dictionary 
is one o:f the factors in helping to develop word consciousness 
and accuracy in the use of words. 
A study was made to disc over the methoa.s that inter-
mediate grade teachers utilize in selecting, presenting, and 
-----24ibia:~-;p. 33-34. 
25c~ I. Glicksbe:.rg, tf.Dynamics of Vocabulary Building;n 
English Journal 30: 197-201 liiarch, 1940. 
26~homas G. Blaisa.eil, Ways to Teach English (Garden 
Oity, New York: Doran and Company, 1930) P• 199 
========~======2=7~Ib~~· 135 
securing mastery of words which they think should bea·ome part 
of children 1 s meaning _vocabularies. In reporting on this 
study M. L. Addy28 concluded that the following techniques of 
developing word meaning were most commonly used by teachers; 
use of the dictionary, noting the use of the word in the 
sentence where it appears., relating new words to fo.rmer ex ... 
periences, special activities such as pictures etc., and 
etymology, Teachers participating in this survey rated the 
etymology method as of little or no value, and noting the usa 
of the word in a sentence as the most effective technique. 
studies reported by Gray and Holmes,29 McKee,30 Morgan and 
Bailey31 and Betts32 show a decided agreement as to the high 
value of the context method in the development of meaningfU1 
vocabulary. 
"1. Meaning in reading comes :from the reader's 
recalling and manipulating the concepts he possesses, 
--~--iai~-L~-Addy, "Development of a Meaning Vocabulary in 
Intermediate Grades, n Elementary English Review, 18: 22~26, 
January, 1941. 
29William s~ Gray and Eleanor Holmes, The Development of 
Meanirs Vocabulary in Readi"£8- (:Publication of the Laboratory 
Schoo s of the UniversitY o · Chicago, No. 6. Chicago: The 
University of Chicago, February, 1938 L p. 1'7 
50Paul McKee, Rea ding and Literature in the Elementaq 
Schools, Boston: HoughtonMifflin Company, 1934 p. 188. 
31c. r... Morgan and E. w, Bailey, ITEffect of Context on 
Learning a Vocabulary," E~ementary English Review, p. 61 
February, 1946. 
32Emmett Albert Betts, The Pr13y_~n:tiion_~nd O_orrection of 
Reading Difficulties, Evanston, III~no~s: Row Eeterson and 
ComLSny, 1936 Chap. 11 pp.200-226. 
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rather tban from the prhnted symbols at which he looks. 
a. Since one•s concepts are the source of meaning 
in reading, and since the character of the understand-
ing that one achieves in reading is determined by the 
richness and. accuracy of his concepts. it is .evid.ent 
that the most fundamental task in the development o:f 
an adequate reading vocabulary is the building of 
many accurate concepts, or meanings, in the child's 
mind~ The fact that d.rill upon words, isolated from 
context, does not bring desired results indicates 
that all terms should be taught in contexts that en-
able the reader to (a.erive the meanings intended. 
3.- :J?u.:pils must learin to use meaning or context 
clues to assist them in identifying unfamiliar word 
forms, Of primary importance is the fact that the 
meaning of a passage must be kept in mind and used 
simultaneously with the observation and study ef 
the printed word :fo:rm. This assoo ia tion is necessary 
not only because it makes word identification easie+ 
and more accurate, but also because neglect of mean-
ing during word study reduces or entirely d~ru:pts 
comprehension. ~eachers should remind pupils that 
thinking of the meaning helps them to recognize tha 
word and gives them such guidance as may be needed 
to develop the habit and keep it alive. 
Some children may seem to depend unduly on this 
device. The difficulty in such oases is not that 
they use the meaning too much! It is merely that 
they fail to employ other methods of attacking the 
printed form. The remedy lies in teaching them to 
cheek their guesses; that is, to use the latter tech-
nique along with the former.. Such instruction must 
be organized to induce them to use contextual mean-
ings as much as possible when studying word forms. 
Instruction should provide experience in which it 
is absolutely necessary to employ both tYJJes of clues. 1'33 
"The method of using context clues as an aid in 
recognizing words has the merit of placing comprehen~ 
sion foremost. When unfamiliar words are encountered 
this method introd.uces the minimum amount of distrac!fiion 
-----35F;~l-M~Kee, .nvocabulary Development," The Teaching 
of Reading, A Second. Report 36th Yearbook of National So oiety 
for Education, Blooming~on, Illinois: J?ublic School Publish-
ing Company, 1937 ORa.pter 9, p. 277. 
14 
:from the thought. n34 
nHowever the ability to recognize a wDrd does not 
ensure complete understanding, One must pay attention 
to the context and to the concepts that are involved. 
Sentence length and other factors . of construction 
affect di:fficulty.n35 -
Following his exhaustive study of method.s and techniques 
for developing the growth of meaning Crosscu:p, with regard. 
to context, stated: 
n1. Reading context is ~requently used either as 
a starting point, or as the point of final reference, 
in determining word meaning in much of the best prac-
tice. 
2• A reading context may convey an adequate mean-
ing of a word naturally and. easily, it may altogether 
fail to convey any meaning for a word, or it may con~ 
vey an inad.equate meaning. 
3. When a meaning can be derived from a context" 
it has the advantage over a dictionary definition in 
that the meaning derived is of necessity suitable to 
the context at hand, 
4. A meaning derived from context may suffer the 
limitations of being insufficiently generalized. 
5. The use of dictionary definition in conjunc-
tion with the derivation of meaning from context would 
appear to convey a more satisfactory meaning than 
either alone; the most dynamic way of relating defini-
tion and context would appear to be to have the class 
group compile contextual examples and reach an agree-
ment on definition by generalization from these 
examplea.u36 
Blaisdell, in speaking of the psychological procedure 
--- .... -34.A.:-r~-G;tes" Improvement of Reading (New York: Ma.e-
millan Company, 1936), P• 182 
35J. Qonrad Seegers, "Recent Research Vocabula.ry Develop ... 
ment~" Elementary English Review, 23: 61 .... 68, February, 1946. 
15 
36Riehard Orosscup, "Survey and Analysis of Methods and 
~e~i~ues for Fostyring Growth of Meaning Vocabula~," ( un ub .r:ishe d Master s t ne_s_i_s _ _B_qs_t~an_U.lli:'l_e.r.si~~-~4J~J·_'="'-~·=====#==== 
which should be followed by teachers af~irmed that~ 
"The wise teacher will see that·;_ the child gets the 
meaning o~ a word through its relation to other words 
in the sentence. If a word is always thought of in 
its proper associations, a greater assurance is given 
that the child. is acquiring words in a natural way. 
All lessons must be based upon sound psychology'~ grow-
ing out of a natural contact with the word.s in reading 
or a real need of the words lor expressing the thought 
clearly and ef~ectively.n37 
Brooks38 found that there are three important processes 
necessary for the comprehension of sentences and paragraphs. 
1. The reader must select the word. meanings that ~it 
the present context. 
2. The reader must give each word. proper emphasis in 
relation to every other word in the sentence or paragraph. 
3. The reader must select the right relational element, 
that is, the parts of the selection that are significant 
for him and the purpose at the particular time. 
He also feels that even if a child knows the meaning of 
each word he may not know the meaning of a. sentenee or para~ 
graph. The importance of words varies in a selection and 
the manner in which they are put together, the nature o~ the 
relations expressed, help determine the meaning of a sentence 
or paragraph. 
Recent research on the use of context clues has brought 
to light some difficulties which arise if this method alone 
---.... -~----------37Thomas Q. Blaisdell~ Ways to Teach English (Garden 
City;- New Yo:rk: J)or.an and Company, 1930) p .. 18..,.44. 
38 F. D. Brooks, Child. Psychology Houghton Mif~lin 
Company, 1937. 
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is empll»yed in vocabulary instruct ion. 
Seegers has stated, 
"There is danger in depending too much upon con-. 
text~ It is especially necessary to help children 
if concrete experiences have not provided a back ... 
ground against which the article will be read. n39 
Morgan and :Bailey40 suggested that the use of context 
clues in learning a vocabulary may bring less frequent use of 
the dictionary, reduce the time spent on vocabulary, and re~ 
d:uce the amount of learning. Furthermore, use .of context only 
may lead the learner to guess the meanings of words and not 
verifY his guesses. 
Gray and. Holmes41 stud.ied. the importance of context in 
cases of wora.s with specifiQ meaning and. words of general 
meaning. They pointed out that the value of context in get-
ting word meaning is restricted due to the children not being 
conscious of their meaning limitations especially with respect 
to general meanings. There is need of carefUl guidance in the 
development of meanings both general and. specific~ Elivian, 
in a related study, found. that, 
u---children were generally unable to recognize 
39J~ Conrad Seegers, nRecent Research in Vocabulary 
Development,u Elementary English Review, 23: 61 ... 68, 
February~ 1946. 
40c~ L. Morgan and w. L. Bailey, nThe Effect of Context 
on Learning a Vocabulary, n Elementary Englis.h Review, p. 61 
February, 1946. 
4lwilliam s. Gray and Eleanor Holmes, The Development 
of Meaning Vocabulary in Reaa.ing (:Publication of the Labora-
tory Schools of the University of Chicago, No. 6. Ohieago: 
The University of Chicago, February, 1938). p. 17. 
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words they di.d not know even though words were defined 
in context and that the ability to use context d.efini~ 
tions ·to derive word. meanings is not well a.eveloped. n42 
Butle.r disc overed, 
u-.,..-that there is a possibility that instruction in 
specific techniques may improve the ability to find 
word meaning :from context • 11 43 
. Many metho as of testing vocabulary have been devised and 
are in wid.espread use at this time. There can be no adequate 
measure of the vocabulary difficulty of read.ing material until 
there is available a list of words together with their dif-
ferent meanings which children und.erstand. at different grade 
level~. To date vocabulary tests have failed to meet this 
need. Some of the difficulties encountered in constructing a 
test are explained by Dolch, 
nobjective tests, in aiding the pupil in recall, 
do give unequal aid on different words. In d.etermining 
word difficulty we are comparing word.s with one another. 
A test which gives more suggestion on one word than on 
others, will get results which make that word seem 
easier than it really is.. This unequal suggestion is: 
absolutely inseparable from aided recall. The effect 
of skillful guessing is. part of the problem. As. soon 
as. any help in recall is given~ it is possible for in-
tellig~ce to build. upon the suggestion and get the 
right answer .«44 . 
42Jeannette Elivian, nword J?erception and. Word Meaning 
in the Intermediate Grades,n (unpublished Master's 't!hesis, 
Boston University, 1938 ).,. . 
/ 
43Hulda Butler, "Finding Word Meaning from Context in 
Grades Five and Six, n (unpublished. Master's thesis, Boston 
University, 1943), p. 88. 
4~. w. Dol~h, 11 Testing Word Difficulty," Journal of 
Educational Research, 26: 23~ September, 193.2. 
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Wilking45 devised a test in the belief that in reading 
one do:es not define but merely places words into categories 
~ or patterns of meaning. He found that the ability to define 
is not inherent in the vocabulary knowledge of an acoom-
• 
plished rea dar. 
Elivian46 found the great.est disadvantage in vocabulary 
tests is that they test for one meaning only. If a child 
knows some other meaning for a word but not the one required 
in the test, he is penalized. 
Sims47 investigated four types of vocabulary tests. 
These included: 
l. identification of word meanings 
2. multiple response 
·s. matching 
4. checking known words 
nNatching then showed the highest reliability and 
validity of the method.s studied.lJ 
One facto.r of importance seems to have been left out. 
----------------
. 45s. v. Wilking~ noonstruction and Evaluation of a 
Measure o:E Reacting Vocabulary, n (unpublished lVIaster ls thesis, 
:Boston University, 1940). 
46Jeannette Elivian, "Word Perception and Word Meaning 
in the Intermediate Grades," (linpublished Master 1 s thesis, 
Boston University, 1938). 
47v. M. Sims, nReliability and Validity of Four Types 
o:E Vocabulary Tests," Journal of Edueational Research, 
20~ 91-96, January, 193 • 
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ORAI>TER II 
TEE PLAN OF THE J?ROJECT 
............... --------------------~r----
I 
I 
I 
CHAPTER II 
THE :PLAN AND CONDUCT OF TEE PROJECT 
--- ~ --
The -plan for sElle~ting words :for a :final list to be used 
in constru.eti.ng the vocabulary exercises was carried out in. 
th~ following manner: 
1. A list was made o:f all the different words appearing 
in the text with the following excepti,ons ... 
a. :Proper nouns, sinee these ap-pear infrequently, 
and are left to the teacher's judgment as to 
diffieul ty. 
'b. Numbers, a million and under, since these are 
assumed to be taught in arithmetic. 
e. A word repeating itself in a differEnt tense or 
form, but retaining its meaning in the 0riginal 
use. 
2. This list was then compared with the Gates Revised 
Reading Vocabulary Li:st for the Fr:ima.ry Grades. All words 
found on the Gates List were eliminated, including ed, ing, 
s, ly ete. forms of these words, and a new list was made of 
the w·ords surviving this eom:parison. 
e. This new word list was then eom:pared with the Boston 
University Clinic List (unpublis.hed) of 2 1 518 words known 
to children of Grade 4. All words found on the :Bo·ston 
University Olinie Lis.t were eliminated~ The remaining 
wards were ke-pt as a final list for Grades 4 and. 5 for u.se 
20 
in eons1;rueting the voeabul.ary exercises. 
4. A furth~r comparison was necessary fa~ Preparing 
the sixth grad~ wo:rd list, The word.s of· the third list 
were compared with Rinslandls Basic Vocabulary of Eleman-
tary School children, and all words having a frequency of 
more than ten in the sixth grade: of the Rin$land Oount 
were discarded,. The words surviv:ing this comparison re~'"' 
sulted in the sixth grade word list for use in preparing 
the vocabula~ exercises. 
5, ~he final numbers of werds in the diffe'l"ent grade 
lists were as follows: 
a. Grade 4 \"" 2:!! Nation Begins ,... 500 words 
b. Grade 5 ... !!!he Building of America - 505 words 
c. Grade 5 ... Stories of ~ eountry~s Growth ... 616 
words 
d. Grade 6 .., Geography .£! Land Overseas -. 444 words 
' 
e. Grade. 6 "'" Nations Overseas - 5'10 words 
The number of words ret~ined in each chapter varia~ 
showing a tendency to have a large number of words in earlier 
chapters and a smaller number of words in latter ch~pters, 
except in the Grade 4 text. 
Sinc.e Kelly1 , in an ex;perimental~::study, found the match.,.. 
ing type test more reliable tban other types of v~pabulary 
tests, this type test was ~sed by the authors. Words were 
listed in groups of five. in order to avoid c onfu.sion on the 
~ . ~. 
~----I:K;ii;:-v: H. 1h Experimental Study ef Oertai~ Tech-
niques fer Testing WorQ. Meanings'~ University of Iowa, Studies 
in Education, 1934. 
1 
part o:f the children. Seven definitions we:re us~d to make 
:for more thinking and to avoid the elimination process. To 
avoid ~rther confUsion. ~our groups were cons~der~d su:f:fi.~ 
cient :fer one testing period. In arranging these groups the 
words wer~e kept ili the order in which they occurred in the 
text. except in those· cases where use within the grou;p would 
tend to give ai.ded recall and disclose the correct meaning. 
In sneh eases the words were re-arranged within the twenty 
words. Beginnings o:f chapters were indicated, and pages in-
cluded. we:re listed at the beginning of each gr~rq.p o£ :four• so 
that the ·teacher migb.t test the desired number of l)ages, 
Due ·bo the fact that definitions had to be werd.ed in 
simple language, it was necessary to consult t}+e :follewing 
Qhildre.n 1 13 dictionartes: 
~~ .~LDiotj.onary :for llots and Girls A. Merriam. Webster, 
; American Eook-cfO, , .. ewYOrk, l93& 
3. 
~~herndike eenturz Junior Diotionart E. L. Thorndike, 
~~oett, loresman and Co!, Chicago, 942 
The Winston Simplified Diotionay ~or Sohools 
Thomas XYte Brown and William Dodge Lewis~ John· C. 
Win;ston Co. Qhicaga, 1936 
In me>st eases it was advisable to modi:fy the de:fini tion 
in ord.er t;o have the exact meaning intended in the text 
simply stated and to keep the terms o:f the definition within 
the knewn vocabulary of' the ehild. 
In ma.ny instances two or more dictionaries were consultea 
in order -to ~rive at a meaning whieh matched the use o:f the 
wor.a. in context, and yet gave no olu.e to a.id in the reoegnitio:n 
of ilhe word. it matched. An e:x:amJ?le of this is fGUD.d in the 
word "knowledgen. The meaning, matching the u:se in context, 
foand in Thorndike was ~what one knows". Since this meaning 
gave an obvious olue to aid in recall, the meaning :found in 
Webst.er's Dictionary fer Boys ~Girls nsomething gained ana. 
~apt in tb,e mind" was us~ d!t 
-
IdiGmatic expressions suoh .. as 11 ward of:tn and "east a 
~ 
ballot.11; :presented difficulty, In the ease of. these two exam-
ples, no single word of the group could be used alone for 
testing purposes. · Therefore• all words of the expression were 
treated as a unit and defined as suoht 
It will be found, upon examination o:f the word l.ist, that 
a small ri.umber of words were included in the matching e:x:erci-
se,a wbioh can oe found in one of the: several word lists used 
f.or PU+'POses of elimination. This is no ehanoe oocurrenoe, 
but the result of a decision to include in the words to be 
tested, certain words found in the text and in one of the word 
lists, whose use in oonte:x:t has a more difficult meaning than 
tbat inferred from the grade level of.the list. uPass"• which 
appears in the Gates list since it ordinarily means "go by11 , 
was inoludeQ. in one of the tests because its meaning in eon-
text was "a narrow road or path",. ·"'Lumbering"· usually means 
ttthe cutting of timber or logs" and is inolud.ed iri the Gates 
list, but was retatnedlbr testing purposes since its meaning 
in context was •tmoving along heavily and noisily•. 
23 
The authors further realize that there have been in-
clude(L in these: word lists certain W·Ords that are o£ necessity 
extremely diffieu1t. and whose simplest definitio~ still 
presents a problem in understanding~ Examples ef this are 
scientist, electro-magnet, wrought and carrier (of a disease)~ 
It was d.eoided to ino1ude t~ese -words in the test siE.ee they 
were used in CJ)ntext~ 
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CH.AJ?TER III 
SUGGESTIONS FOR USE:. 
ORA:PTER III 
SUGGESTIONS FOR VSE 
The. purpose of this study was: 
1. To dete:rmine the vocabulary burden encountered 
by intermediate grade pupils in certain current social 
studies textbooks. 
2. To construct vocabulary matching exercises to 
accompany these textbooks for the purpose of d.eveloping 
a more meaningful vocabulary~ 
As a result of this study the writers suggest that these 
exercises be used for the following purp9ses: 
I. To pretest each chapter o~-unit of work to determine 
how many words are unknown. If, out of a test group of twenty· 
words~ more than six words are found to be unknown to the 
majority of the class, the vocabulary can be assumed to be 
too difficul-t and it will be necessary to :adjust the material 
to the needs of the group~ 
II. To develop skill in recognizing unknown word.s. This 
might be accomplished by having the class read a required 
number of pages listing as they read the new words which they 
have met in their reading, or word.s whose meaning is not clear. 
Then test the group on not more than twenty words, by using 
the matching exercises. Next, after scoring the test, allow 
the child to improve his score by discovering the meanings 
of the word.s while rea ding the selection. 0 omparis ons of the 
25 
• 
• 
• 
scores in the three tests will show instructional needs. By 
seeing the mistakes made on these tests, children will see 
that there are words they d.id not know or list. If this prae-
tice is repeated often, the pupils will be more conscious of 
unfamiliar words and so increase their reading vocabulary. 
This should further increase their understanding vocabulary, ' 
which is highly important in s::rcial studies teaching. Bright-
er children will not need. very much of this but the large per-
centage of the class will need to continue this practice until 
they are able to read with more comprehension and discernment. 
The earlier in the year this work is started, the more bene-
ficial it will be to both children and teacher. 
Ill• To determine the pupils' ability to use context clues 
by listing on the board the words you assume to be unknown 
to them and instructing them to try to discover the meaning 
from the context. Following the read.ing the appropriate 
matching exercises should be given. The results should show 
which pupils reg_uire further practice. For this group of 
pupils the same procedure could be repeated until definite 
improvement is shown. Another suggested procedure for this 
group is to give the pupils copies of the matching exercises 
to use while read.ing the text, instructing them to find the 
meanings of any words they d.o not know from con text and then 
complete the matching exercises. 
IV. To use as a check on the effectiveness of the vocabu~ 
lary instruc~on of the teachers. Before the material is 
26 
read, the teacher will give vocabulary instruct ion on the 
words believed to be d.ifficult or unknown to the :pupils. After 
the reading has been completed the matching test whould be. 
given and the :pupils' retention can be determined. 
V. To :provide for individual differences by studying 
the results of the tests given as previously indicated. It 
has been shown that these tests should reveal differences in 
reading abilities. For the individuals revealing any weak~ 
nesses ~rther work should be specially planned to give graat-
er practice in the necessary read.ing skills. The tests are 
simple and clear enough for the child to use while working 
to improve his particular difficulty. 
VI. To develop skill in word analysis. 
a. by learning new words, when first presented 
by the teacher in order to develop a large reading 
vocabulary 
b. by being able to work out full recognition 
of words that cannot be recognized instantly at 
sight during reading 
c. by recognizing familiar and previously 
studied wo:rds with ,;ease and to transfer the know .... 
ledge of similarities and differences in words so 
as to increase speed and accuracy during reading. 
~. To analyze social studies textbooks 
a. by pretesting to determine if the text is 
suitable for use or is too difficult for the. 
2'7 
• 
children. 
, b. by determining which words the :gublisher 
might eliminate in the revision of textbook 
o. by demonstrating that certain synonyms used 
by the author to clarify the meaning of w..ords are 
difficult as the original, and provide no help. 
VIII. To administer these tests to groups of not less 
than one hundred in communities where these textbooks are 
in current use. Following a tabulation of test results. a 
revision of vocabulary exercises should be made. 
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A Vooabular~ Test 
Constructed. to Accompany the Text 
1uour Nation Beginsu 
by 
Barker, ~odd and Webb 
?repa~ed by Margaret M. Quinn 
For Use in Grad~ IV 
./ 
....... :;:: 
·-83 ~ 
Pages Number 
of of 
Chapter Title of Chapter Chapter Words 
1 The Land o:f the Red Man 1-12 40 
• 
2 The Coming o:f the First White Men 15-26 26 
3 The Story o:f the Crusades 27-39 23 
4 The Story o:f Maroo Polo 40-50 24 
·' 
5 The Story of Columbu.s 53-72 49 
6 How the East was Found by Sailing West ?3-86 15 
7 Spain 1 s Treasure Houses in the New World 87-102 23 
8 Sra.nish Explorers and Treasure Hunters 103-126 48 
9 The Firs-t Frenobmen in _the New World 129-144 9 
.-.J 10 Frenoh Missionaries and Fur Traders 145-160 22 
11 The Beg:inning o:f New York 163w.l75 18 
12 England Fina.s the Way to. America 176 ... 185 11 
13 The :Beginning o:f Virginia and the Carolinas 186-199 16 
14 The Beginning of New England 200-217 23 
15 The Beginnings o:f Maryland, :Pennsylvania 
and. Georgia 218-229 14 
16 How Our Forefathers Lived in Ola.en Timell.' 230-252 35 
17 England Drives France :from America 255-269 19 
· . ...,.,. 18 The :Pioneers Move Westward 270-286 19 
19 The Americans. Break Away :from England 289-305 35 
20 The War :for Independence 306 ... 330 31 
21 The End and a New Beginning 331-332 0 
' . •. ' 
) 
. t 
·-----~------~--------------------~~~ 
l enormous a a kind of tree 
• 
2 curved b 'fruits 
5 antelopes c huge 
•4 range d rounded 
5 spmce e a line or a r0w 
f animal.s 
g yelled 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
}?ages 3 - ·12 
1 appro:ach a water extending into land 
2 gu.l:f b land surrounded by water 
3 c ontine:nt c to come near 
4 return d a huge mass of land 
5 grou.ps e container. s 
f crowds 
g come back 
1 girdle a quic-k or lively 
2 shallow b hammocks 
3 slings c weapons 
4 brcdl d not d.eep 
5 active e a belt 
• 
f wade 
g coek 
I ~ ~- ~~ -- - --- - - - --~ - -- ~ 
~-
Ch. 2 
• 
---
1 flesh 
2 pueblos 
3 sloped 
4 crooked 
5 cultivate 
_____ 1 supplied 
2. messages 
3 throbs 
4 wireless 
----
5 area 
----
a small boats 
b bent 
c Indian houses 
d slanted 
e pebbles 
'£ the meat part o£ an animal 
g to till the soil 
a a space of land 
b furnismd 
o mistakes 
d reports 
e a long wire 
f pounds 
g having to do with radio 
* * * * ** * * * * * 
____ 1 : .hew~d 
a idea 
3 oars 
4 battles 
---
5 terror 
pages 15 - 23 
a hung out 
b kinds o~ houses 
o fright 
d a thought 
e cut or shaped 
f wars 
36 
g long pieces of wood used for rowing 
u 
1 pagans a news 
• 
2 delight b those who worship false gods 
3 f'ury c an agreement 
4 chiefs d puzzles 
5 bargain e joy 
f those in charge 
g rage 
1 eastward a backward 
2 described b beliefs concerning God 
3 religion c a directi.on. 
4 de lic;i ous. d told about 
5 shields e precious stones 
f pleasant tasting 
g armor 
1 heathen a flying 
--
2 coarse b one who a.oes not believe in God 
3 admire,d c screaming 
--
4 exchanged d wired 
5 yelling e gave in place of 
f not fine 
• 
g looked. at with ple.asure 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
38 
pages 23 
-
30 
• 
1 danons a demands 
2 deeds b roamers 
3 banquet e a fair 
4 saga d. a :feast 
5 rovers e per:f orma noes 
f evil spirits 
g the story of a her!ll 
1 possession a time].y 
Oh. 3 2 oru:sades b ownership 
3 
--
disoiples 0 wars 
4 tomb d followers o:f Christ 
5 wearily ~ tiredly 
f interests 
g a plaoe for a dead body 
1 r.ebes a overpower 
2 forbidden b forgive 
3 sermon 0 steals 
4 reminded a. a spe.eoh 
5 eonquer e told again 
:f not all.OiWGd 
• g long, fl. owing garm,Emts 
• 
• 
l quifi 
--.-- 2 shabby 
3. a.b senee; 
---
4 re.·joieQd 
--.-
~ stubborn 
a was. glad 
b went togeth~.r 
o worn 
d stoi> 
e quiet 
:f a :period of being away 
g not giving u~ easiiy 
*********** 
pages 31 - 45 
_____ 1 pr~fer~~d 
2 advisecl 
---
__ 3 fever 
4 decided 
---..-
6 mero.ha~s 
-~-
----- l disguised 
2 dealexs 
-----
Z oom.Iorl 
---
---. 4 precioas 
Oh~ 4 ___ 6 emperor 
a sailors 
b busin&Sf:l m!m 
o determined 
d gave in:forma:t:ion 
e sickness 
f liked better 
g eur~d 
b disgusted 
o val~ble, 
d stories 
e ease: 
:f traders 
39 
g made up to look like someone elsa 
''-·~"'"" 
J. particularly 
2 homeward 
3 tattered 
.......-.---
--.... 
4 pleading 
5 vast 
---
1 empire 
2. eons~nted 
~~-
---
z· permission 
,... 4 . ._ ......... _ :fortunes 
__ 5 ripped 
a ragged. 
b o:f great si'.ze 
e sewing 
d practically 
e chie:f~ 
:f a direetion 
g begging 
a kingdom 
b approval 
c planted 
d tor:r:t 
e o omp o:sitien 
:f riches 
g agreed 
40 
* * ·* * * * * * * * * 
1 seams 
---
2 dazzling 
3 ehest 
4 splender 
___ 5 print 
pages 43 ...,. 58 
a magnificence 
b amazing 
e a bex: 
d a :form o:f writing 
e where the parts o:f e lathing are 
joined together 
:f to press with an ir(en 
g shining 
1 arranged a t~m.derly 
• 
2 eagerly b would not ao" 
3 refused c put in order 
4 desire d with a keen desire 
6 incre§seQ. e enl~ged 
:f a bird 
g a wish 
1 declared a showed 
2 distant b goes out of sight 
3 dispJJayed c all right 
Ch. 5 4 disappears a. made known 
5 belief e not allowed to play 
f :far off 
g a truth 
1 sensible,; a reasonable 
2. evidently b untimely 
3 unfairly 0 occupie-d. 
4 engaged d resolved 
5 determined. e doubtlessly 
:f disa,ppointed 
•• 
g unjustly 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 58 
-
63 
• 
l monastery a a mom:tnnent 
2 admiral b told about 
3 persuaded c tried to make somebody do something 
4 renewed d a plaee w-here monks live 
5 explained. e delayed 
:f a naval o:fficer 
g made new 
l reward a a member o:f a religious community 
2 ins:isted b demanded 
3 profits c invited 
4 monk d a return made for a service 
5 crews e earnings 
f sailors 
g promotions 
l ignorant a not eduea.ted 
2 t erri:fied. b :frightened 
3 whirlpoo:ll c a boat used by Columbus 
4 expected d simpli:fied 
5 contented. e satisfied 
f looked :for 
• g water that turns around and around t very :fast 
4:3 
1 anchor a an inst ru.ment used in holding a 
boat in place 
• 
2 hu:mo~ b mood 
3 muttering e murmuring 
4 unfurl d untwist 
5 advanced e bampering 
f unfold 
g went forward 
* * * * * * * * * *'If 
pa.ges 63 
-
'11l 
1 diary a uneven 
--
2 removing bil taking off 
3 glori.OU$ Q a day by day record 
4 naked d ordering 
5 civilized e renowned 
f undr~.ssed 
g refined 
1 wretobed a inside 
2 nuggettl.r b cloude.d 
3. interior 0 lum:ps 
4 d,is·tanee d space 
5 forced e miserable 
• 
f made to do 
suggestions g 
44 
1 grumbling a muttering. 
• 
2 result b prisoners 
3 to:rahes 0 porches 
4 captives d flaming lights 
5 negl~.et e demand. ing 
f effect 
g inattention 
1 missionaries a movies 
2 explo.red b disengagement 
3 disappointment c searched 
4 povertr d directed 
5 commanded e want 
f a feeling one gets when a ho:pa 
i~ not :fa.lfille d 
g men who preach the gospel. 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 7il! 
-
88 
1 credit a honor 
2 courage b riches 
Oh. 6 3 contained c gathering 
4 amazing d consisted o£ 
5 quantities e bravery 
• 
f amounts 
g startling 
1 adventure a unwisely 
• 
2 failur.·e b things that are owed 
5 stowaway a a lack of suacess 
4 foolishly d one who hides on a train or a boat 
5 debts e enemies 
f sadly 
g an undertaking 
1 'isthmus: a a game 
2 companions b a direction 
3 governor e :friends 
4 mutiny d a ruler 
5 channel e a narrow strip of land t ba 1i 
connects two large masses o:f land 
:f a water route 
g rebellion 
1 strait a a student 
2 repay. b a counsellor 
Oh. 7 3 lawyer c short guns with wide muzzles used 
long ago 
4 college d mistakes 
5 blu.na.erbusses e a school 
:f a narrow body o:f water that connects 
-two large bodies of water 
g pay back 
• * * * * * * * * * * * 
46 
:pages 88 - 98 
• 
11 conquest a kinds o:f guns formerly carried 
by soldiers 
2 mu.:skets b a carnival 
5 protect c guard 
4 beards d overthrow 
5 cartwheel e a shape 
f bridges 
g whis.ker~ 
l seized a sold 
2 mistrea-t b fiercely 
I 
3 desperate c to use badly 
4 solid d luckily 
6 fortunately e bard 
f with little ho~ 
g ca:Ptured. 
l destroyed a popular 
2 surrendered b su:r:prised 
5 cathedral c an organ 
4 :fam~ d ruined 
5 astonished e renown 
f a church 
• g gave up 
• 
Ch. 8 
• 
1 released ....,.... __ 
_ _,_ 2 abus~ 
-----
5 hurling 
4 canals: __ ,..... 
5 · attaok 
---
a arms of the sea 
b sputtering 
e throwing 
d let go 
e to mistreat 
f waterways. 
47 
g to .strike 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 107 .,. 111 
____ 1 graciously 
2 palms 
---
3 miserable 
---
---
4 :forge 
5 stirrups 
---
1 trampling 
2 crossbows 
---
3 commenced 
4 resin 
---
5 misfortune 
a supports used :for the fee.t of 
horseback riders 
b fiereely 
e kinds o:f trees 
d kindly 
e u.nbappy 
f a place where iron and. other metal 
is shaped and worked by heating 
and hammering 
g trou.ble makers 
a traveling 
b hardship 
o a substano e obtained .:from a tree 
d beating down 
e places marked in the street :for 
people to cross 
:f started. 
g weapons used in warfare 
• 
• 
___ l spurs 
2 mistaken 
---
3 mainland 
---
_____ 4 peddler 
5 breadth 
---
1 ae eust ome d. 
------
--.-
2 prickly 
---
3 kinky 
4 hardships 
---
5 endll.r~d 
---
a the extent o:f s cmething 
b partners 
ii8 
o one who goes from house to house 
selling things 
d pointed implements fastened to a 
horseman's boots~ for urging 
on a horse 
e wrong 
f a kind of food 
g lana. that is not an island 
a ships that go across the desert 
b filled \With tight twists 
e underwent 
d things that are not easy to bear 
e covered with sharp points 
f used to 
g kindly 
*:t:********* 
pages 111 and 120 
1 wilderness a compass ion 
-....---
....._. __ 2 marcy b u.nlikeable 
3 forth 
---
c unlucky 
4 curious d a number 
---
5 un:fortunate e a wild uninhabitea region 
---
:f :forward 
g strange 
49 
l be:f~ll a tried hard 
• 
2 arriva~ b wars 
abundance troubled 3 c 
4 helmets d happened to 
5 struggl~d e a great quantity 
:f coming 
g head coverings 
1 swamp~ a exchanges 
2 be.rsh b spiteful 
3 bury c a stream 
4 current d to cover over with dixt 
5 grateful e marshes 
:f hard 
g thankful 
1 immense a wide openings 
2 awnings b entire,ly 
3 ordinary c barnes sed 
4 bridled d regular 
5 completely e constantly 
:f huge 
g coverings which serve as shade 
• 
or shelter 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
• 
Ch~ 9 
• 
53 
pages 120 ... 147 
1 dented 
---
___ 2 gou:r da 
-~-
-----
-..---
---
-----
---
- ......... -
---,..--
---
3 crookery 
4 trOO]>S 
5 girths 
1 secure 
2 .will-o 1 -the 
_wisp 
3 bruises 
4 ma.ckerel 
5 veal 
1. spirits 
2 defeated 
3 extending 
4 various 
5 trinkets 
a guards 
b earthenware 
c pupils~ 
d 'banda placed around animals to 
:fasten things on their illlaek$ 
e made a mark in 
:f cleaned dried shells o:f plants 
g · a company o:f peo!)le 
a a secret 
b flewe+s 
c a kind of fish 
d something which lures and misleads 
e cuts 
f to get 
g the :flesh of a ealf used as meat 
a kinds of windows 
b things of small va~ue 
c was overcome 
d supposed invisible beings 
e minding 
f stretching 
g many kinds 
1 expenses a ex:eroises 
• 
2 disputes b failed 
Ch. 10 3 futlilled 0 need.i\11 
4 necessary a huge :animals 
5 monsters e costs 
f' satis:Eied 
g arguments 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages· 148 .... · 163 
1 overland a not traveling by sea. 
2 bellowing b lowering 
3 annoy 0 roaring 
4 stu. dent a settlements 
5 colonies e one who goes to school 
f worries 
g bother 
1 approved a entertain 
2 prowling b moving about 
3 amuse 0 hammers 
4 mullets d agreed upon 
5 provisions e getting better 
• 
f fish 
supplies g 
• 
Ch. 1~ 
• 
-----
1 · casks 
2 brandy 
3 .fire1ocks 
---
4 !faxewell 
---
5 foresee·n 
---
1 former 
-~-
2 diseas~ 
---
3 descriptions. 
---
4 unit 
---
---
5 em:p1oy~d 
52 
a events 
b a goodby 
c engines 
d an alcoholic liquor made from wine 
or from ~uit juices 
e seen beforehand 
f barrel shaped cant a. iners 
g old-fashioned guns. 
a one thing 
b joi:ra 
c past 
d accounts 
e a. foreman 
f sickness 
g hired 
*********** 
pages 164 .-.. 1'19 
l pleasure 
_..... __ 2 cunning 
3 satisfied 
4 soP.thward. 
--..... 
5 ·sullen 
....,.....,__ 
a enjoyment 
b onward 
c triclfy 
d sulky 
~ assured 
f quick 
g a direction 
• 
Oh. 12 
• 
1 rebels 
---
3 targets 
4 brimmed 
---
---
5 sprigs 
1 strolled 
---
_ __,.,.._ 2 dignified 
3 breeches 
---
___ 4 briskly 
--~ 5 gang plank 
1 demanded 
---
2 ashore 
--....-
!3 trader 
---
---
4 snaring 
---
5 galleons 
a marks to shoot at 
b beds called bunk!S 
c those who disebey authority 
d edged 
~ small shoots or twigs 
f canned 
g bbe.ds that can be relled under 
higher beds 
a bridges 
b lively 
c stately 
d a moveable plank used to walk 
:from a ship 
a a meeting place 
53 
f short trousers fastened below the 
knee 
g walked 
a measures 
b winding 
c ordered 
d a dealer 
e on land 
f heavy. awkward ships 
g catching 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
54: 
pages 179 
- 195 
• 
1 unexpected a rightly 
2 llamas 0 tricky 
3 weighea e not dreamed of 
4 properly .d put on a seale to find out how 
heavy something was 
5 scraped e animals 
:f cleaned by rubbing with a sharp 
instrument 
g birds 
1 grimly a clever 
2 reign -b rule 
3 continued c covered with a red.dish coating 
Ob.. 13 4 gall:ant d went on withou-t stopping 
5 rusty e a leather strap 
:f sternly 
g polite 
l useless a a plant 
2 grieved b dimly 
3 beheaded G dreary 
4 indigo d had the head taken off 
5 gloomy e sorrowed 
:f startled 
,. g of no value 
• 
Ch. 14 
• 
.._ __ 1 combat 
2 horrible 
3 actions 
---...--
---
4 growth 
5 managed 
a le.aders 
b doing~ 
c fr jghtful 
d development 
e traded 
f took care 
g fight 
55 
* * * * * * * * * **"-
pages 1.95. - 21~ 
1 effect 
___ 2 legislature 
Z bao'helor 
---
___ 4 electing 
-....--
---
---
-----
5 governed 
1 elsewhere 
2 required 
3 toss.ed 
4 deck 
5 skif:f 
a a king 
· b ruled 
o choosing 
d result 
e a man who is not married 
:f letting 
g a group of men chosen to make la.ws 
a a light row boat 
b in another plaee 
e a floorlike pJa. tform tbat extends 
from side to side o:f a ship 
d demanded 
e the captain o:f a boat 
f tbrown about 
g talked 
• 
• 
---
----
---
-----
---
---
----
---
---
---
--~ 
~--
1 punished 
~ compelled 
3 improper 
4 behave 
5 port 
l advice 
2 broth 
a forced 
b made to pay 
c impolite 
d a place where a. ship may load or 
unload 
e act nicely 
f told 
g not right 
a likeness or unlikeness 
b ·a kind of ha-t 
56 
3 sassafras e information concerning what smould 
be done. 
4 selected 
5 di fferenee 
d chose 
e a thin soup 
f a stall 
g a kind of tree 
*******"**** 
pages 212 - 224 
1 rescue 
2 bashful 
3 discontented 
a unselfish 
b a. ministe~ o£ priest in charge 
of a church 
o free 
_____ 4 generous d ended 
5 pastor e timid 
f a poster 
g not satisfied 
• Ch. 15 
• 
1 according a .a large estate 
2 dissatisfied 1l an ear of corn 
---
---
3 castle c in agreement with 
4 manor 
---
___ 5 corn pone 
1 hominy 
----
2 enabled 
----
____ 3 possible 
---
4 private 
---
5 respect 
_____ 1 presence 
---
2 guilty 
5 crime 
---
4 custom 
---
5 dis tressed 
d bread made o:f corn meal 
e a musical instrument 
f not pleased 
g a large fortifi·ed building or set 
of buildings 
a hulled or coarsely broken corn 
b high regard 
o gav.e power to do 
d a tune 
e not pu olic 
.f bard. to d.o 
g able to oe done 
a pained 
b attendance 
c kinds of clothes 
d responsible 
e pressed 
57 
f something whieh is against the law 
g a common habit or way of people 
* * * * * * * *~* * * 
58 
pages 224 - 239 
• 
l imprisoned a :foster fathers 
Ch. 16 2 f'ore:fa:£hexs b shining 
3 sections c hot 
4 rough d parts 
5 glowing e locked up 
:f thGse who lived be:fore us 
g not smooth 
1 tallow a prayed 
2 cranes b shelf 
3 mantel 0 holy songs 
4 gossiped d talked 
5 hymns e animal :tat 
f trucks 
g pieces o:f iron used :for supporting 
a kettle over the fire 
1 popular a to be present 
a attend b to go 
3 gallery 0 a balcony 
4 acquainted d liked by everybody 
5 misbehaved e made known 
• 
f audience 
g not well mannered 
• 
• 
1 tiresome 
... 2 catechism 
-----
3 loom 
---
4 warehouses 
---
---
5 poetry 
a a frame used in weaving cloth 
b'L starehouses 
o stories told in verse 
d boring 
e an animal 
f a book. containing questions and 
answers on r el igi on 
g high houses 
5.9 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 239 . . 259 
1 prose 
___ 2 purpose 
3 verandas 
---
---
4 . powder horn 
5 platform 
1 passage 
2 mansions 
---
3 acres 
---
4 mounted 
---
5 hounds 
a a raised fleering 
b the horn of an animal used to hold 
gun powder 
o a musical instrument 
d swings 
e porches 
f aim 
g written language 
a names 
b large houses 
o creases 
d a way through 
e measures of land 
f climbed u.p 
g dogs 
•• 
Ch. l~ 
• 
1 :porches 
_____ ~ o.:possums 
3 :fashionable 
---
4 braid 
---
5 bluntly 
___ 1 ba lc o.ny 
___ 2 survey 
---
3 blustering 
4 scalp 
5 regiment 
a aoars 
b frankly 
o animals 
d stylish 
e sadly 
f the way hair is arranged 
g verandas 
a a too.l 
b very windy 
c look oyer 
d an up.:per floor inLa hall 
e to see 
:f the head 
g a group of soldiers 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
:pages 259 and 271 
----~ 1 ap.:pointed 
2 attention 
---
---
3 military 
---
4 disgusted 
5 cowards 
a :pointed 
b words 
c name4 
d having to do with the army 
e care 
f those who are not brave 
g lost patience 
1 cliff a high 
·2 support 
·~ 
b te hold up 
• 3 features 0 not strong 
·4 chess d a high steep face of rook 
'5 frail e parts of the face 
f a game 
g movies 
'1 council a a number o£ bullets discharged 
at once 
2 volley b tuning 
3 groaning e a group of people called together 
to give advice [4 delicate d moaning 
5 territory e fine 
;f a game 
g a stretch o:f land 
Ch~ 18 ·1 unhitched a slyly 
2 :familiar b family 
3 clumsy e seen be:fore 
4 stealihl.ly d the skin of a raecoen 
'5 coonskin e not fastened 
:f skin that has been scraped 
g awkward 
/ 
~ 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
- --_.,..,_,..,.,--- --- -
---
1 advertisements a a belief 
2 object 
-----
3 citizens 
___ 4 opinion 
§ behalf 
b pe0ple who belong to a certain 
country 
e Op])ose 
d in the interest of 
e notices 
f a half' of something 
g cities 
*********** 
pages 293 ~· 298 
1 attracted 
-....--..... 
-----
2 extremely 
3 protest 
_ __..,..._. 4 published 
5 thrilling 
--..,... 
---
----,.--
1 retreat 
2 submission 
3 clanking 
4 purchased 
---
5::: liberty 
a maa.e known to the public 
b drawn ta 
c singing 
d strongly 
e finally 
f a c:omplaint 
g exciting 
a a state of being humble 
b an engine 
e go bae.k 
.d .freedom 
e a dull r .inging sound 
f a kind of boat 
g bought 
63 
• 
• 
---
---
---
----.... 
---
------
---
1 conc~r.ne d 
2 resist 
3 in:forme.·d 
4 irregular 
5 disarm 
1 patriots 
2 bulk 
3 steed 
4 fleet 
5 defiance 
a to :fight against 
b told 
c not aceor ding to custom 
a to take away arms 
e related to 
f arrest 
g to twist the arm 
a a large mass 
b a steep hill 
c those who love their country 
d challenge 
e very quick 
f a hors~ 
g a bird 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 298 - 314 
l echo 
___ ~ congress 
---
3 independent 
___ 4 graduated 
5 judge 
---
a receive.d a degree from a school 
b a t.own 
c a sound that comes back to you 
d one who makes dec is ions 
e a meeting of men 
f a holiday 
g free from control 
64 
.. 
65 
1 ·incorrect a a harsh ruler 
• 2 
ability b tiny specks 
5 tyrant c not right 
4 spectacles d not trying 
Ch. 20 5 colonel e glasses 
f talent 
g an army officer 
1 estate a without hope 
2 salary b evenings 
3 despair e. property which a person owns 
4 confidence d a kind o:f vegetable 
5 events e pay 
f trust 
g bappenings 
1 encourage a put intD cans 
2 region b give help 
3 resistance 0 opposition 
4 heroic d a queer shaped eamp 
5 encamped e brave 
f formed a camp 
• 
g a large section of land 
* * * * * * 
:+: 
* * * * 
• 
• 
pages 31.4 - 327 
---
1 portions 
2 comrades 
3 refreshments 
---
4 famous 
----...... 
___ 5 coves 
1 as sistanee 
-----
2 cutlasses 
---
___ 3 shaggy 
---
4 swoop 
5 movements 
---
1 nobleman _ _.,....,__ 
---
2 marquis:. 
---
3 headquarters 
4 treaty 
---
---
5 recognized 
a fighters 
b rations 
c noted 
d companions 
e food 
f small, sheltered bays 
g blankets 
a something 'that cuts glass 
b tangled 
c short heav~, curved sword.s 
d aid 
e actions 
f wobbly 
g fly down quickly 
a rememhered having seen before 
b a kind man 
c a person of high birth 
d centers of authority 
e a title 
f realized 
g an agreement 
66 
67 
1 boundary a passing about 
• 
2 composition b a line o:f separation 
3 volumes 0 police records 
4 circulating d a story 
5 in£ormation e not being able to go out 
f news 
g books 
• 
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... Direct ions 
On the line before each wo~d at the left. write th~ letter 
whic.h appears before the meaning which fits the wo:rd • 
~ astronomers 
---
_____ 2 colored 
3 universe . 
.----
--~ 4 planet 
5 located 
~--
---
---
---
l equator 
2 climate 
3 telescop~ 
4 leve~ 
5 wiggly 
1 struggled 
2 glimpse 
3 oontineEJt 
___ 4 compare 
5 boundary 
pages 3 - 9 
a a eolleg~ 
b ·the wo:rld 
c ]']Uaoed in a certain spot 
d people who study the stars, planets 
and other heavenly bodies 
e not black or white 
f a heavenly body that moves around 
the sun 
g the sun 
a an instrument use-d to test the heart 
beat 
b smooth and flat 
c the kind of weather a place has 
d an imagiD&ry line around the earth 
everywhere the same distance :from 
the north and south poles 
e round 
:f an instrument for looking at distant 
objects 
g moving about restlessly 
a one of the six great masses of land 
on ·the earth 
b a short, quick look 
c niake larger 
d happy 
e tried very hard 
f looked at in order to see likeness 
and unlikeness 
g a line that maz;ks the limits o£ a 
town, state or country 
71 
• 
• 
.. 1 location _ _,_..,.. 
2 fortunate 
3 temperate 
---
4 latitude 
5 tJ;"o:pical 
a having good luck 
b distance north or south o~ the 
equator in degre~s 
c 'neither too warm nor too cold 
d having to do with the area near the 
center of the earth 
e wealth 
f width 
g position or ~lace 
* * * * * * * * * * 
---
1 r~gion 
---2 crisp 
_____ 3 tingles 
4 tropiee 
---
--~- 5 southeJ;'n 
1 perspired 
2 pep 
3 sub-tropieal 
~~- 4 favorablw 
___ 5 energy 
pages 9 ~ 20 
a that which has a s.tinging feeling 
b in a directien away from no:rthern 
a'· a section of land 
d shivers 
e warm 
f the area north and south o:f the 
equator 
g sharp and clear 
a liveliness 
b sweated 
c helpfully; kindly 
d below the area neax the equator 
e a small seed 
:f power; vigor; strength 
g won over to a certain ~oint o:f view 
72 
J. ''T{ 
1 mille~ a inborn 
• 
2 paddies b stared at 
3 studied (l a grain used :for :food 
4 natural d supplies that will meet a :p,eed 
5 resou:rees e oare:fll.lly pl.anned 
:f husks 
g money 
1 temperature a direotly opposite o:f eastward 
2 photograph b degree o:f hea$ or oold. 
3 extending 0 heat 
4 westward 4 tablelands 
5 plateaus e westerlies 
f stretohin~ out 
g 11 pio ture made with a oame:ra 
* * * * * * * * * * 
pages 20 .... 33 
1 movement a took the place of 
2 represe.nted b very, very large 
3 vast 0 bravery 
4 wilderne:ss d strength 
5 oourage e donated 
• 
:f an area with no peol_)le livi~ in it 
g a ohaJJ.ge of poa:it ion 
• ---
---
__ ..,.. 
---
---
• 
1 restless 
2 immigrants 
5 exception 
4 skillful 
5 ancestors 
1 lawye:r.s 
2 scientists 
4 artists 
5 musicians 
1 imagination 
2 unbT~oken 
• 
3 rustle 
4 noiselessly 
6 pauses 
a a thing left out 
b having s,Pecial training or ability 
c uneasy 
d persons from whom people are 
descended 
e eld people 
f those who leave their c:ountry and 
settle in another land 
g persons who came·in to a country for 
the purpose of livin;g there 
a those able to perform magic tricks 
b people in the legal profession 
c people with ability in melody, 
oomposit:ion and harmony 
d carpenters 
e painters 
f people who make plans for buildings 
g those who know much about chemistry, 
biology and botany 
a make a slight sound while moving or 
stirring 
b stops for a time. waits 
c the power to :form pictur&s in the mind 
of things not actually present 
d very quie;tly 
e smashed 
f loudly 
g whole 
* * * * * * * * * * 
74 
•• 
• I 
1 disturbed 
__...,___ 
2 valleys 
---
3 conneoting 
---
---
4 territory 
5 cl i:f:fs 
---
1 thatched 
--.... 
2 shallow 
---
---
3 clearings 
----- 4 generation 
---
--~ 
~--
---
5 spirits 
1 chie:f 
a squatted 
3 heaped 
4 stalls: 
5 cast 
pages 3~ - 38 
a lowlands between hills or mountains 
b land 
c hills· 
d put out o:f o rde:r 
e high, steep rooks 
:f snips with a scissors 
g joining one thing with another 
a the people born in the same period 
b ghosts or :fairies 
a ammonia 
d a roof cev~ing made o:f straw or 
rushes 
e produced chickens :frem eggs 
:f open Sp;ices o:f land 
g not deep 
a gave generously in large amounts 
b enclosed s:paces in a stable for 
animals 
.c throw of~ or out 
d stumbles in speaking 
e one of the classes o:f people in India 
:f an Indian leader 
g sat close to the ground 
75 
• 
_____ l gossiping 
---
2 discussing 
3 sac~m. 
~...,_..-
.........---.- 4 eagerly 
~ deeds 
_____ 1 arrang~ 
_____ ? destroy 
3 unite 
---
4 warlike,. 
~--
6 advio_e 
----:--:-
_ _.._ 1 conquer 
-~- 2 maize 
3 unuaual 
---
4 sacred 
---
5 oouno:il 
---
a talk~g over 
b anxiously 
o W+itt~n or printed agree,ments 
d o:ffending 
e whis:pering 
f the lea.der of an Am eric~ Indian tribe 
g repeating wha-t one knows about other 
:people 
* * * * * * * * * * 
pages 3.8 ,_ 48 
a put in proper order 
b military; having to do with :fighting 
c one 
d opinion about what should bi. done 
e hate:fu.l 
f join togetheJ: 
g spoil; rui:n 
a not in oommo~ use; rare 
b belonging to God; holy 
e a gr~p of persons who .talk oveT and 
settle problems 
d common 
e mixed up 
f take in war; overcome by :foiCe 
g corn 
78 
• 
1 cbattered 
---
2 festival 
~--
---
3 te:@SOi]. 
4 kindled 
---
-~ 6 dignity 
1 ceremonie.a 
---
2 utensils 
--~ 
___ 3 d~pe.nded 
_____ 4 magnificen~ 
5 rim 
~--
1 entrance 
---
2 aQ.vanced 
~-~ 
3 seize 
..,....--
_____ 4 cultivate 
5 tableland __ ,.,. 
a nc:>ble; worthy; stately 
e set. en fira 
d talked eons.tantly in a quick, feolish 
way 
a stern 
:f 
g 
earth nearest the s~face o:f the 
ground 
a day or special time o:f rejoicing or 
feasting 
a rites 
b relied upon; trusted 
o grand; splendid; stately 
d lowered 
e graduations 
f edge; border 
g tools used for practical purposes 
* * * *·* * * * * * 
p~ge~ 48 -. p6 
a mC:;>ved forward 
b broad, level stretch of land 
o improve; develop 
d plac a by which to go in 
e a passage out 
f looks· at 
g grasp; take hold of suddenly 
77 
• 
• 
l orookea. 
-~~ 
~--- 2 faraway 
___ 3 galley~ 
4 captive 
------
--- ·-- 5 ol.umsy 
1 caravels 
---
~--
2 neglected 
3 explorer:a 
---
4 ideaa 
---
_____ 5 monastery 
l monk 
--------
---
2 powerful 
----- 3 delay 
_____ 4 discouraged 
5 deck 
pages 67 .... 79 
a prisoner 
b distant 
.c oorreote(l 
a awkward in moving 
e bent; not straighti: 
f kitchens 
g long, narrow ships of olden days 
having oars and sails 
a small, fast Ships us.ed long ago 
b those who tr~vel over strange land or 
wa1;er f!!>r the purpose; o:f discovery 
o a building wher~ monks live 
e eared for 
f given too little care or attention 
g thoughts; plans 
a put off till ~ later time 
b des~oyed the hopes of 
c a floor in a boat 
d pJ.eased 
e a priest who lives in a monastery 
f a minister· 
g strong; having great foroe 
79 
• 
•• 
1 demand __ ...,. 
---=...,. 2 disappointed 
--~-3 navigator 
4 mistaken 
---
5 meremmts __ ...,. 
1 refer 
---~-
2 de~ta 
~-..... 
3 desire 
4 fortuna 
---
5 terror 
---
l. commands 
---
~--- 2 rigging 
3 mainmast 
---
4 surrenders 
---
---
5 precious: 
a wrol'!!-g 
b take 
c correct 
d call f9r; need 
e persons Who buy and sell 
f failed to keep a promise 
g one who finds the position and course 
of a ship 
* * * * * * * * * * 
pages 79 - ~8 
I ' 
a wish for 
b like oette:r than something else 
c good l~k; success 
d great fear 
e turn to :for information and help 
:f awUl 
g a deposit of earth :and sand that 
collects at the mouth of a river· 
80 
a ropes used to wo,rk the ma.sts and sail.s 
on a ship 
b having great value, 
o takes 
d orders; directs 
e receives 
f the most import&pt sail on a ship 
g gives up 
1 trumpets a :fixed fir~y 
• 
2 anchored b in the time betweel). 
5 meanwhile; 0 gentle; kind. 
4 mild. d a chance, 
5 oppartunity e warm 
f toys 
g' musical wind instruments 
1 serious~ a smell, 
2 discontented b an oath 
3 plump c thoughtfully 
4 o®·r d whistle 
5 blast e slowly 
:f not satisfied 
g rounded out; attractively fat 
* * * * * * * * * * 
pages 98 101 
1 gust a talked 
2 complained b one who cuts :from stone or wood 
s carver 0 it seems to me 
4 naug}l:t d a visitor 
5 me thinkS e found fault 
• 
j~ nothing 
g a sudden rush of Vll'ind 
1 sow 
---
• 
2 cottager·s 
---
3 craftsmen 
--,..-
---
4 squires 
5 well-to\"'"'do 
---
1 compel 
2 dissenter 
---
3 beheade9. 
---
4 colonies 
-----
5 bedStead 
---
_____ 1 snuggled 
2 exclaim 
---
---
3 scripture 
__ 4 fidgeting 
5 dismissed 
----
• 
a clev~ workmen 
b 6 ountry gentlemen 
o stitch 
d having enough money to· live well 
e men ~o sell meat 
f scatter seed on the ground 
g people who live in small houses 
a sick in bed 
b force 
c groups of people who settle in another 
land but remain citizens of their 
o~ country 
d :finish 
e wooden or metal framework of a bed 
! out off the head from the body 
g one who thinks differently from the 
ethers in a group 
a ery out; speak suddenly in surprise 
b a sacred writing 
c nestled; cuddled 
d removed from office 
e fussing 
:f left 
g moving about restlessly 
* * * * * * * * * * 
• 
• 
1 drained 
---
_____ 2 governass 
3 conversation 
---
---
4 rickety-
5 shovel$ 
---
1 erected 
~~-
___ 2 shingles. 
3 solved 
---
--- 4 migration 
5 fertile 
---
1 invalid 
____ 2 trudged 
----
3 dugouts 
--- 4 sloping 
5 halt 
---
pages 101 - 119 
a pushes 
b ta]Jr, 
a tools for lifting or t~owing coal or 
snow 
d the leader o' a state 
e a wamaa who teaches children in a 
:private house 
:f weak; shaky 
g draw liquid from 
a produeingarops easily 
b movement from one place to another 
c set up; built 
d thin pieces ot wood used to ceover roofs 
e poor soil 
:f found the answer to 
g melted 
a slanting 
b a wooded hill 
o SPi;J..ling 
d roagh dwellings farmed by d-igging 
e a person who is not well 
f stop 
g walked with effort 
83. 
1 castles 
_____ 2 estates 
_____ 3 delicious 
4 embr<;>ider~d 
5 brocades 
---
------
1 hoxrible 
____ 2 shiver 
3 · debt 
___ 4 criminals 
___ 5 reig7+ 
---.-..... 1 citize~ 
2 g_uan.tit~es 
___ 3 l<:>wlands 
_____ 4: content 
p acres 
--..... 
a classes o:f people important soeiall~ 
in the government 
b ornamented with stitches 
o palaces 
d sweet sme.lling 
e eostly pieces o:f cloth woven with 
_ J;"aised designs 
:f hills 
.g very pleasing or satisfying to the 
taste 
* * * * * * * * * * 
pages 119 - 13~ 
a xu.J.e 
b persons guilty o :f wrong doing 
o ohtll 
d :fright !:ful 
e gamble~$ 
:f shake with c9ld or :fear 
g .that which is owed. to another 
a land that is lower and :flatter than 
the land around it 
b pe~ple 
e satisfied: with one.' s let 
d pieces o:f land measuring 160 square 
rods each 
e amomats 
:f pains. 
g persons who by birth or choice are 
· members o:f a state or nation 
84 
-------~-.;:___ _________ _ 
-----·-------·-----
• 
• 
1 dow:nstraam 
---
2 cask 
----
3 astonishment 
--------
___ 4 manor 
___ 5 graze 
___ l fo:f'l§!it 
___ 2 entertaining 
a :feed on growing gras13 
b with the force of a stream 
c a :piaee of land held by tenants for 
ren-t 
4. bar;rel 
e appearan()e 
f great aurpr is a;· wonder 
g OO·f:fin 
a able to supply oneJa own needs 
b free time 
3 self-sufficient o l3Sl.f1.ah 
---
4 l.a:i.sure 
------
---,.--
5 lUX\lry 
__ ..,.. l range 
2 barrier 
---
___, ___ 3 vegetation 
4 waterfall ___, __ 
5 belt 
d make; shape; form 
e Qam:fort in life l>ey.ond what is 
necessary 
f that which is not needed 
g providing for guest$ 
* * * * * * * * * * 
pa.ge13 135 !"' l58 
a a cataract 
b a piece of land where cattle may feed 
on grass 
o :fUrnace 
d growing p~ts 
e any broad strip of land 
f something which stands in the way 
g vegetables 
- - -- - - - - ~-....., --="""'~-------~~--~- ~-~·~.,·---~~- i --- -- --- -- --
• 
• 
1 boulders 
---
2 granite 
3 gardening 
_____ 4 averagQ 
5 valuable 
---
---
~ agriculture 
2 favorable 
---
a usual i ordinary 
b growing :fruits and vegetables in 
ground set aside for this purpose 
e having re~l wG:rth 
d very bard rook used :for buildings 
and monuments 
e rich 
f plow·i11g 
g large rocks +Gunded or wor-n by the. 
act·::Lon of water 
a eultUJ:e; 'way o:f life of a peaple 
3 civilization 
b a perr1on who has just come te a place-
a havin€~ good manners 
---
4 backwoods 
---
5 newe ome:r . 
1 m~cl.es 
---
2 landmarks 
3 defeated 
---
4 trading post 
5 stockade 
d farmii.tg 
e uneles~red :forest· 
:f peopJ.e 
g :for one 1 s bene :fit; helpful 
a things :familiar or easily seen used 
as g·uides 
b a place for"buying or selling :furs 
or other things 
c won 
d ove:re~.me 
e post &f:fiee 
:f the ti.ssues in the body that ean be 
tightened or let loose to make the 
body move 
g a defense made o:f strong posts :fixed 
upright in the ground 
* * * * * * >j; * * * 
86 
• 
_____ 1 dwellinga 
2 dim 
---
..__...,...._ 3 craae 
4 frontier 
---
5 linsey 
1 resist 
2 venison 
3 messages 
4 meohanios 
---
pages 158 - 175 
a the last edge o:f settled country 
where the wilds begin 
b stupid 
o houses 
d tents 
e not bright 
:f strong, ooarse fabrio made of linen 
and 'WOOl 
g in a natural or raw state 
a workme:n skilled with tools 
b a s out:n wind 
o work against; oppose 
d men 
5 southwestward e deer m·eat 
---
___ 1 pass 
___ 2 gap 
3 avoid 
---
4 notohes 
---
5 procession 
f away :f:rom northeast 
g words ;sent from one to anether 
a a brea:lr or opening 
b an ord•erly moving :fG•rward 
c v-shap1ed outs made in an edge or 
rounded sur:fao~ 
d a narro0w road ar path 
e keep a~way from 
f meet 
g hollOWiB 
87 
• 
• 
--'--
1 feeble 
----
2 jolting 
3 vehio lea 
---
4 curved 
--'--
5 knapsa~k 
1 caravan 
---
___ 2 bedding 
~-- 3 homespun 
___ 4 chubby 
5 admire 
---
~ 1 handcar 
-.--
2 inland 
3 various 
---
4 homemakers 
---
5 crust 
---
: ~ ! 
a weak 
b skipp~Lng 
o a canvas bag carried on the baolt 
d stro~·~ 
e shakiltg up; jarring 
f bent no as to form a line tbat has 
no ntraight part -
g wagonn used for carrying things 
* * * * * * '~ * * * 
pages l76 .• 190 
a mater:Lals :for beds 
b headboard of a bed 
c round and plump 
d rega:r:(t with pleasure and satisfaction 
f c0ars(~ cloth loesely woven, but str<:>ng 
g a grqup of people traveling together 
for safety through dangerous country 
a dif:feJ"ent; of several sarts 
b a small car worked by hand 
d away ~~rom the border .or coast 
e hl.rd, outside covering 
f breaQ. 
g housekeepers 
-- - - ----- --
• 
• 
_____ 1 glaciers 
2 sediment 
---
........ ----
3 scraped 
4 surface 
---
___ 5 syst.em 
___ 1 pours 
2 avalanche 
---
_____ 3 pirogues 
4 ar~s __ ...... 
5 bateaux 
---
___ 1 b~rges 
___ 2 keelboats 
. '-" 
3 mixture 
---
~--- 4 implem~ts 
___ 5 je.rkill 
a large masses ot ice that move slowly 
dow:nL a mountain side 
b the ou,tsid.e of anythi+lg 
c scratc:had. 
d top 
e matteJ~ that settJ.es at the bottom of 
a l:Lquid 
f rubbeCL with a harsh seUlild 
g an o.rCLerly grouping of facts and 
objoets. 
a canoen rna de from logs 
b flows in a steady stream 
o a large mass o:f snow or e~th sliding 
rap:Ldly down a mountain 
d parts o:f a curved line 
e light flat-bottomed river boats 
:f chestn or boxes 
g stiokH used by the leader o:f a band 
or o:rc hest ra 
* * * * * * •* * * * 
pages 190 .... 1~8 
a shi);)s 
b tools 
o large :flat-bett0.med boats used :for 
carJr.ying :freight on rivers and canals 
d gave a\quick pull or twist 
e a sh<nr.t coat or jacket 
:f prais<:~s 
g something obtained by putting two or 
morra things together 
90 
l coaree a skin a;11d hair · on the top and back of 
the head 
• 
2 shrieking b beaoming smaller 
not 3 maaman 0 rough; :fine 
4 current d running stream 
5 so alp e. presen1r 
i making a loud~ sharp, shrill OO'Ulld 
. 
g a man who is orazy 
1 rheumatism a siokneras. with chills, fever and 
swea·~ing 
2 malaria b wet anc! maxshy 
5 unweloo}De; e swell~ra.g and stif'fness of' the j o.ints 
4 swampy d dry 
5 wood-c·raft e desira'ble 
f skill in hunting and trapping in the 
WOOdiS 
g not wa·nted 
:L forked a branched o:r divided 
2 se:etions b illness 
3 disease. e parts 
4 admitted d allowe.d to 0;0me in 
5 gourd e pierced 
f a bottle or bowl made f'rom a dried shell 
• 
g oaneer 
* * * * * * * * * * 
- - - -- - -- - ---- - - -- -
- -- - -- - - - - - - ~ ~~~ - - -
_,...--
1 absolute~ 
2 hardware 
--~ 
3 misfortune 
---
---
4 advantage 
-----
5 inde:pendent 
1 foothill 
_____ 2 swapped 
___ 3 calieQ 
4 headwater 
---
_____ 5 description 
........ -~ 1 bustlad 
2 determined 
---
_ __....; .... 3 veranful 
4 sohedule 
---
.,....--- 5 a.J:'OUSe 
pages 198 ~· 21'7 
a truth:f:-ally 
I 
b art ieJ,es made o:f metal 
c anyth1.ng tba t is a b ene.fit; help 
d eomplE4tely; wlaolly 
e needing or wishing no help from others 
:f lucky 
g bad lttok 
a tradecl 
b cotton cloth printed· with colored 
pa~~~ern~ 
o upper part o:f a river 
d silk .material 
e a low hill at the base of a mountain 
:f water:Jcall 
g k:ind; sort 
a deoidc~·d or settled beforehand 
b writtc~n or printed: statement of deta~l.$ 
o was noisily bus.y and in a hurry 
d liked 
e awakeha 
f leSS0.li1 
g a large porch along one or more sides 
of' a house 
• 
• 
1 breakdown 
2 flatboat 
---
--.... 3 indigo 
4 gin 
--~ 
5 port 
1 curi<!>ua 
---
2 stained 
---
3 residence 
4 adventure 
_____ 5 stagecoach 
1 flourish 
----
2 stylish 
3 inventer 
_____ 4 purchase 
___ 5 elected 
a fail to wsrk 
b a machine for separating eo ttcm from 
its seeds 
o a place where ships and boats can be 
she·1tered from storms 
d alcohol. 
e a boat with flat sides 
f a large :flat.-be.tto~ed b0at used for 
floating geods down a stream 
g blue dye 
* * * * * * * * * * 
pages 21.7 - 243 
a soiled 
b house ; home 
\ 
9·· 
c a ceach carrying passengers and parcels 
over a regular route 
d a coach used on a .stage 
e odd; straEge 
f street 
g dare to do 
a fas hj, ona b la 
b want 
d buy 
e chosen 
\f like flour 
g one Who works out and creates 
something new 
• 
•• 
1 election 
----
2 candidate 
3 connect 
4 districts 
---
a parts of a coantry, state or eiv,y 
b :passage; means of going from one 
:place to another 
C oho OS mg by vo'te 
d an officer 
5 communication e streets 
---
_____ 1 delayed 
___ 2 exchanging 
----- 3 seagoing 
4 macadamized 
---
5 :fever 
---
---
1 frequently 
2 expensive 
---
---~ 3 turnpike 
4 cinder 
---
5 interstate 
f join .one thing to another 
g a :person Who is :proposed for some 
office or honor 
a fit for going to sea 
b higher than usual body temperature 
o made or covered with macadam 
d smaller in numQer 
e givi~g and taking 
f put Qf:f till a. later time 
g li~ing the sea 
* * * * * * * * * * 
pages 243 .... 277 
a costly; high priced 
b selda.m 
o o:ften 
d cheap 
e ash; wood or coal partly barned 
f a road that bas a gate wh!ere money 
is :paid 
g between persons or groups in different 
states 
93 
• 
1 int~n'fj 
---
2 d.e:fiap.eQ 
3 loe;omotive 
---,. 
4 experiment 
---....-
--~ 
5. snor~ing 
1 mo:nster 
___ 2 churning 
3 ereatea __ ...,. 
4 crew 
---
5 starry 
_____ 1 waterway 
2 scraper·s 
-.....-~ 
---
3 persuade 
4 introduQed 
---
_.....,.._...,. 5 amusing 
a try in order to f.:ind something out 
b purpose; meaning 
e :forcing breath through the nose with 
a lou~. noisa 
d chemistry 
e expect. to de 
:f stan.ding up against authority 
g railroad engine 
a large 
b moving, as i:f beaten -or sbaken 
e a huge creature 
d a gro~p e:f peaple working together 
e shining .like stars 
f started 
g made something :new 
a win over 
b made known 
c a river or canal that ships can go on 
d tall buildings 
e ea"W;ling to laugh or smile 
f tools for scraping 
( g pleas :ing to see 
* * * * * * * * * * 
• 
1 attraeted 
2 sprang 
3 eonvinoe 
---
4 clattering 
---
___ 5 lag 
1 throttle 
---
___ 2 hard.sh;i.p 
3 constructed 
-....-.-
4 waste:f':tll 
---
5 bulky 
1 official 
--.----
----
2 portrait 
3 electromagnet 
4 mechanical 
___ 5 profess<:rr 
• 
pageS 277 - 298 
a tallt;j,ulg out lou.d 
b make one feel sure. 
o moving or falling with noise 
d fall behind; move too slow:ly 
e a twig or shoot 
f leaped~· boUD.ded 
g was pleasing to 
a someth:t,ng not easy to bear 
b large; taking up too much room 
c choke; strangle. 
d using or spending too much 
e generous 
t put -together; built 
g mixed 
a picture of a person 
b having to do with machinery 
e a person who holds a public position 
d a student 
e a teacher in a college or university 
f magnetism produced by an electric 
current 
g a piece o£ iron that becomes a magnet 
when an electrie eurt·ent is passin.g 
through the wire coiled around it 
95 
• 
• 
1 materiali:! 
---
2 inf'ormati<:>n 
---
3 harmonica 
---
---
4 gasp 
5 humbug 
1 lecture~ 
---
2 switchbGard 
---
--- 3 unaerground 
4 distress 
---
5 bluf:f 
---
1 coiled 
~---
2 startled 
---
--~- 3 bowstring 
4 twanged 
5 mked _.,..._..._ 
a a mou-ph organ 
b catch. one•s breath with an open mouth 
c a cheat 
d news 
e substances of which things are mad& 
f cloth.es 
g talre. hold of 
* * * * * * * * * * 
pages 298 - 3~9 
a great pain or sorrow 
b below the surface of' the earth 
c a high 9 steep bank or cliff 
d puniflhes 
e planned talks on a ch,Gsen subject 
f an apparatus fitted with plugs that 
control. electronic currents 
g a tunnel 
a bare 
b a cord used with a weapon "for 
shooting arrows 
o wound round and round 
d surprised; :frighl:i ened 
f began 
g made. a sharp, r ±aging s®und 
96 
1 fainting 
---
• 
2 driftwoo~ 
---
5 missionary 
---
4 plod 
---
5 sulphUJ." 
1 skeleton 
---
2 ridge 
____ 3 sagebrush 
---
4 prickly 
--- 5 whirred 
1 landscape 
2 westerlies 
---
3 abundant 
----
___ 4 pinto 
•• 
. 5 slouch 
---
97 
a wood washed ashore by water 
b a person who does work in the religious 
field 
e paining 
d walk heavily 
e making bel.ieve 
f a light yellow substanoe that burns 
with a blue flame and has an unpleasant 
odor 
g falling into a weakened. condition 
a a low:·greyish-green woody :plant 
b having many sharp points like tborns 
o moved quickly with a noisy sound 
d thin 
e a long narrow chain of hills or 
mountains 
f turned 
g the bones of the body fitted togeth.er 
in their natural places 
* * * * * * * * * * 
pages 3~9 - 353 
a spotted in two colors 
b wind.s from or t.owara. the west 
o scarce 
d a picture of natural scenery 
e those which go westward 
f more than enough 
g drool>; bend downward 
----
1 jiggering 
• 
2 ·neeker:chie£ 
3 br:ande a. 
---
4 swish 
---
5 smarting 
1 consumes 
---
---
2 yield 
---
3 emigrants 
---
4 romping 
5 blistered 
---
1 romantic 
---
2 boom town 
---
3 baronS 
---
---
4 bewildering 
5 liniment 
---
• 
a move with a hissing sound 
b put into water 
c moving with a jerky motion 
d stinging 
e necktie' 
£ a cloth worn around. the threat 
g marb d by burning with a hot iron 
a J:)roduee; give 
b playing in a rough, lively way 
e uses up 
d made a small cavity under the skin 
filled with a watery l~quid 
e those who enter a eountry 
f hopping 
g those who leave their country ta live. 
in another 
a noblemen o£ the lowest rau 
b -puzzling 
c fanciful.; unreal; 1Dade up 
d men 
e a town that develops quickly 
£ a mining town 
g a healing liquid £or rubbing on the 
skin 
* * * * * * * * * * 
98 
1 bruises 
---
2 axles 
---
pages 353 ..,; 365 
a crossibars on the ends of which wheels 
turn 
b people who play games of chance 
$9 
3 melders e owners o:f places where alcoholic drinks 
--- are Sold and ci;r~ 
---
4 gamblers ,d dance~s 
5 sa10onk:eepers e injuries to the body, caused by a :fall 
--- or blow 
----
1 bar ... rooms 
----- 2 ability 
3 harrow 
_____ 4 spindle 
5 loom 
1 strolling 
_____ 2 farseeing 
3 adver_tised 
---
___ 4 irrigation 
5 hamlets 
-----
~ sbape!S 
g crumbles away 
a a tool :for breaking up plowed ground 
into :finer pieces 
b power to do or perform; talent 
c come into sight 
d a mao:hine for weaving el oth 
e thin 
f places where li<luer is sold. and drunk 
g a rod used for hol~ng thread in 
spi~ing 
a the fUrnishing of a water supply by 
ditches and canals to land under 
cultivation 
b small villages 
o stopping against one's wish 
d walking leisarely 
e printed 
:f given public notice 
g having foresight 
·-- ------~--
• 
• 
___ 1 stqking 
2 thrilling 
---
3 handsaw 
---
4 scythe 
--- 5 pickaxe 
1 but c he:r 
---
2 tanner 
3 clothier 
---
4 breeches 
5 cradle 
----
_ ___.._ 1 ke.rnel 
2 sickle; 
3 whirls 
---
4 thresh 
---
5 :flax 
a giving an exciting ~eeling 
b marking the limits of 
f 0 -
c a cutting tool far mowing grass by band 
d a small book of directions 
e a wooden bandle with a curved or straigh 
iron head pointed at one or both ends 
~ eating steak 
g a carpenter's saw ~or use with one band 
* * * * * * * * * * 
pages 365 - 406 
a a meat dealer 
b short trousers fastened pelow the knee 
c a persG:m who makes leather :from hides 
e a wooden ~rame fastened to a scythe 
and used in harvesting 
:f a grocer 
g one who makes or deals in materials 
for clothing 
a moves rapidly 
.. 
b beat grain ~rom the husk 
o erush 
d a grain o~·wheat 
e an officer in the army 
~ a slender l::>lue fl<:>wered plant whose 
stem is used for making linen 
g a tool with a sho.rt 'bandle and curved 
steel blade 
-----
l ~terwhee'l 
• 
2 seamstresses 
-------
1 cha.rcaa~ 
---
2 bellows 
---
---
3 exploded 
4 sbaft 
---
5 impure 
1 industrial 
---
2 f'orefather 
--- 3 l0fty 
4 courthouse 
---
5 altitude 
---
a a waterfall 
b woven cloth 
c a floor on a boat 
d drilling a hole in something 
e a wheel turned by water and u;se,d to 
do work 
f a floor on a boat 
g womenwho sew :for a living 
a burst with a loud noisQ 
b a sticky substance 
o a deep passage au~ into the earth 
d cries out 
e not olean; unwholesome 
:f an instrument used to prcduce a strong 
current of air 
g a black substance made of partly 
burned wood 
* * * * * * * * * * 
pages 406.-441 
a height abeve sea level 
b a grand:father 
o ambitious 
d having to do with trades or factories 
e a building used :for the government o:f 
a county 
f persorr from whom one is descended 
g very high 
·. 
::r.-·. 
---
1 deposit!:! 
2 sheltered 
---
---
3 exchanged 
-~- 4: reasons 
5 established 
---
---
1 portage 
2 situated 
-----
---
3 gateway 
4 attractive 
5 shore leave 
---
1 pack horse 
2 recreation 
---
___ 4 gradually 
5 co lori..ial 
---
a statements given as an explanation o£ 
a belief 
b solids that settle at the b0ttom ef 
a liquid 
c made 
d set up in business; £ounded 
e changed 
f pr.otected 
g streets 
a placeq. 
b an opening in a wall er fe~ce 
c pleasing; having charm 
d pe~ission to go on land 
e easy to carry 
f nice 
g ~ cargo carried over land £rom one 
river to another 
a little by little 
b a race hor s~ 
c antiQ.u~ 
d play; amu.~.ment 
e having to do with a colony 
:f a sm~ll village 
g a horse used to carry goads 
* * * * * * * * * * 
------------------ ------
• 
• 
1 colleges 
2 seaport 
3 . enermous 
..,...----
4 underbrush 
___ 5 meager 
---
1 population 
2 seacoast 
_____ 3 stoo$yard 
_____ 4 exactly 
___ 5 well..,.d.ramed 
1 resemble 
---
2 citrus 
3 humid 
---
----
4 stimulating 
5 secured 
---
pages 441 - 482 
a growth under ~arge trees in the woods 
b scanty; poer 
c plenti:fu.l 
~ schools that give degrees 
' 
e very, very large 
£ a brush used 1;1.nd.er furniture 
g a. tewn; harbor or p.;e,.rt that oan be 
reached by seagoing vessels 
a. a. place :for oat·tle, sheep, hogs or 
horses 
b ·correctly; thoroughly 
o :free o:f l~quid 
d drained by a well 
e the number of people 
:f a yard to put things in 
g land along the sea 
a o:f or relating to the trees which 
bear oranges, lemons and limes 
b be like 
o like 
d marshy 
e fUnny 
:f made safe 
. j 
g exoit~g 
103 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
• 
refrigeration 
winter wheat 
spring wheat 
high plain 
sheep-her~ers 
·a airplane.: 
b wheat sown in the fall 
e wheat planted in the spring 
d process o£ keeping co01 or cold 
e a high stretch of level land 
. f wheat grown in winter in warm climates 
g herdsmen 
* * * * * * * * * * 
wa ter:power 
handicra:ft 
cactus 
interrupt 
bGrax 
pages 482. ,.. 496 
a a plant with a :fleshy stem having spines 
but ne leaves 
b handy with tools 
e break in on 
d a substance for killing germs and getting 
dirt out o:f c lethes 
e power from :flowing or falling water 
:f uninteresting 
g ability to work with the bands 
* * * * * * * * * * 
• 
Vocabulary Tests 
C·onstructed to Accompany 
nst cries of My Country 1 s Growth" 
by 
Ames~ Ames and Ousley 
prepared by 
A. m. Gaffney 
for use in Grade V 
No. o:f 
Chapter Ti t1e of Oha:pter l?ages 
I When George Washington Was l?resident 1~15 
II Gaining New Lands for the Nation 17-..34 
III Winning J?eace with Other Nations 35~53 
IV New Homes Across the Mountains 55w70 
V ~etter Ways to Travel 71-87 
VI New :Machines to Save Labor 89.-102 
VII New Ways and New Leaders 103~115 
VIII Exploring the Mountains and MoviSg to Oregon 116-127 
_!X New Lands from Old A:pain 129-140 
X The Treasure Hunters 141-152 
XI A Divided Nation 153~177 
XII Preparing the Way 178-196 
XIII Li:fe on the Western Farms and Ranches 197,...212 
XIV New Wealth and New Ways to Work 213-230 
XV Beginning Our SeQond Hundred Years as a Nation 231-247 
XVI Finding Better Ways to Travel 249-264 
XVII New Kinds of Pioneers 265-279 
XVIII Winning Better Health for the :People 280 .... 295 
XIX Our Nation and the World 297-311 
XX America the Beautiful 312~324 
XXI A Visit to Washington 325~338 
1_06 . 
No. oj 
Words 
43 
52 
56 
24 
47 
27 
40 
22 
17 
57 
20 
30 
22 
18 
16 
19 
20 
17 
l7 
18 
15 
• 
•• 
1_D7 . 
Direction~;: On the line before each word at the left, write the 
the letter which a~pears before the meaning which 
:fits the wor a. • 
1 faint 
---
___ 2 s~ace 
3 except 
---
4 ~ossible 
---
5 record 
1 educated 
_____ 2 massage 
3 elect 
---
4 honor 
---
5 cares 
----
1 artist 
---
____ 2 expenses 
3 independence 
---
4 sacrifices 
---
--- 5 platform 
~ages 1 .... 11 
a ~lace extending in all directions 
b an empty ~lace 
c not clear 
d sometping written to be kept 
4. certain to ha~~en 
f free to happen or not 
r 
g .~eaving out 
a knowing everything 
b _to. choose by vote :for an office 
c a mark o:f high respect 
a. to ,appoint to a position 
e .. improved by teaching or training 
f uneasiness of mind, worries 
g words sent from one person to another 
a things unsel:fishly given up 
b free from control by others 
c things which are sp;~.red 
a. a raised. leverl surface 
e costs 
f a theater 
g a person of special skill in apinting 
---
• ---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
• 
---
l patriot 
2 secretary 
3 arguments 
4 beloved 
5 celebration 
a special services for something 
important 
b one who is a hero 
c one who loves his c .ountry 
d a bookkeeper 
e very gighly thought of 
1.D8 ~ 
f a person in charge of a government 
department 
g talks by people who do not agree 
*********** 
l treasu:cy 
2 debts 
3 selected 
4 adopted 
5 colonies 
l college 
2 events 
3 area 
4 constitution 
6 agreement 
pages 11. - 13 
a · made a special choice 
b accepted as one's own 
c any banlt 
d any distant land belonging to a 
country 
e that owea. by one person to another 
f money lost 
g part of a government in charge of 
public money 
a things which are even 
b act or result of coming to terms 
c a set of laws for the government 
of a nation 
d measure arouna. a piece of land 
e a school higher than high school 
f the size of a piece of land 
g happenings of importance 
• 
• 
l address 
---
2 valleys 
_____ 3 surveyor 
------
4 l.asting 
6 results 
_____ 1 necessary 
2 term 
----
3 opinion 
---
---
4 treaty 
5 swamp 
---
1 :farewell 
----
2 group 
3 activity 
~--- 4 :founding 
5 athletic 
a things which happen because o:f 
s .ome thing 
b one who searches out new places 
c going on for a long time 
d low places between hills. 
e one whose business is to measure 
land 
f bringing to an end 
g a speech either spoken or written 
a a written understanding between two 
nations 
b wbat one thinks, 
e a paper which has been treated 
d positively needed 
e ideas. always right 
:f length of time in o ffiee 
g wet, soft land. 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 13 - 23 
a a number of persons together 
b setting up, fixing firmly in place 
c active and strong 
d overtu:rn 
e good wishes at parting 
f . a special kind. of work te do 
g starting 
1_:10 
1 examined a nuts or seeds o£ a tree(growi~g in 
warm lands) 
~ 2 apricots b watched 
3 almonds c careful listening or watching 
4 satisfied d liked 
·5 attention e que sti one d. searched in:to 
f mad.e contented 
g fruit-like peaches but smaller 
l patience a a promise made to God 
2 ruling b :put in o:ffiee with a celebration 
3 dim c the :power to wait calmly 
4 inaugurated d measuring land 
5 oath e managing or governing 
f loud talk 
g not clearly seen or heard. 
1 support a spread. out and. show 
2 affair b narrow roads or paths 
3 display c large in size 
4 grand d anything or happening 
5 :passes e anything that goes by 
f o:f fine appearance 
:-
g upheld, give strength t'® 
'-../ 
• 
• 
1 remarked 
---
___ 2 boundary 
3 isle; 
---
---
---
---
4 located 
5 councils 
1 courage 
2 wilderm s~. 
3 refused 
4 bargain 
5 price 
1 arose 
2 continue. 
3 statue 
4 explorer 
5 article.s 
a a number of persons called together 
to settle things 
b small body of land surrounded by 
water 
o settled in a special place 
d any row of seats. 
e a line which fixes a limit on land 
f ·camps 
g told of something noticed 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 23 .;.;; 30 
a forest land with no one living in it 
b skill in fight ing 
c value in money set on anything 
d bravery 
e numbers on things 
:f not accepted 
g something bought or sold cheap 
a likeness carved. in wood or stone 
b moved upward 
a one who takes part in ~ntests 
d things of a particular kind 
e carry on 
f a settler 
g one who travels in unknewn places 
1 chief a not made by man 
• 
2 · delight b something ~if:fioult to bear 
3 quarters :parts c 
4 hardship d a :place to live 
5 natural e ordinary looking 
:f leader o:f a. tribe 
g please greatly 
1 :period a not to be counted en 
2 unoertqin b a stop 
3 realize c a. certain length o:f time 
•4 include d write or tell about something 
6 describe e to und.erstand fully 
:f not sa.:fe 
g to take in; to contain 
* * * * * * * * * ** 
pages 30- 33 
1 dispute a anything bad 
2 criminal. b a group of seamen who man a vessel 
3 serious 0 one who bas done a wrong aet against 
the law 
4 crew d disagree with a.noither 
5 citizens e people who live in a land 
·-
:f in earnest, not fooling 
g people who owe loyalty te a government 
~ posse.ssion '··a ·belief in God or gods \. 2 religlon b taking into ace.ount: 
3 territory c something w.·hieh is one's own. 
4 :purcpase. d a gift 
5 considering e a part of a country 
f ment :ioning 
g something which has been bought 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 35 .... 41 
1 drained a people who carry on busin.ess 
.. 
2. merch82lts b to put up 
3 establish e to become greater 
4 increase d a journey for a special reason 
5 "eXpedition e taken up from 
f to settle, fix :fipn].y 
g drew off water from 
. 
1 annUa.l a ·to. give away slowly 
2 shallow b hold: fast by dropping a weight 
3 sum c adding up separately 
4 ancho:r d' to give up·completely 
5 surrender e a place where water is not deep 
• 
f coming once a year 
g . an amount of money 
• 
• 
---
---
1. ma..t eri.a~ 
2 destroy 
3 training 
4 deok 
5 respeet 
1 source 
2 item 
3 column 
4 battles 
5 livestock 
___ l wages; 
2 excuses 
---
3 deserters 
4 seize 
5 forbade 
---
. 1.i4 ' 
a show proper eara far 
b remove 
e what th:ings are, made from 
d proving 
e aiming or pointing 
f to put an end to 
g a plat form which is the floor of a 
ship' 
a soldiers or ships following one 
another in line 
b place from whieh anything eo:rres 
e a spring 
d farm animals 
e a separate part in a liat 
f a list 
g fights between armies or ships 
*********** 
pages 41 - 45 
a those who leave something they sheuld 
stay with 
b to push toW?-rds 
c to take hold of by fo.ree 
d a reason, real or pretended, that 
is given 
e an amount paid for services 
f not spoken of 
g not allowed -to do 
• 
• 
---
---
---
---
1 canceled 
2 warehou.s e 
3 rot 
4 declared 
5 damage 
1 repeated 
2 spirit ea. 
3 i!liluence 
4 insults 
5 peer 
_____ 1 warships 
2 tower 
---
3 immense. 
4 porthole 
5 affectionately 
a to do harm to 
b done away wi"th 
o sp·oken or written 
d a building for storing goods 
e a stare with goods 
f made known to other people 
g to decay or spoil 
i1.5 -. 
a power over acts and thoughts of others 
b to change ideas 
o acts o:f great rudeness 
d done away with 
e lively, brave 
f act proud 
g look closely to see clearly 
a very, ver;y high 
b opening in the side of a ship 
c fondly 
d on the left side 
e rise high up 
f vessels u,sed for fighting 
g very, very large 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
------
1 singly 
2 priceless 
---
3 masthead 
4 attack 
---
5 commander 
---
.,-----
1 guarded 
2 anthem 
3 suspected 
---
4 interfering 
---
_____ 5 supplying 
1 defeated 
---
2 defend 
3 restored 
---
---
4 popular 
5 advanced 
---
\ 
pages 45 ~ 65 
a top of a. ship's spar used :for a 
lookout 
b go against as an enemy 
o little value in money 
' . 
ii6 
d one in charge of soldiers or sailors 
e one at a time 
f singing sweetly 
g of very great value 
a doubted 
b closed 
o providing with 
d not placing correctly 
e a song o::f praise 
f watched over 
g taking part in the affairs o::f others 
a pleasing to many people 
b given back o~ put back 
c o ommon to all 
d keep sa:fe 
e been overcome 
f :Put first 
g moved :forward 
---
1 neglected 
---
2 mercy o:f. 
3 crate 
---
4 tireso,me 
---
5 rua.der 
1 :farewell 
---
2 ea@er 
3 clumsy 
---
4 object 
---
---
5 entangle 
1 resoue 
---
2 journal 
3 thrills 
---
4 forenoon __,_ __ 
5 square 
a not interesting 
b in the kindness o:f· 
o treated as of no importance 
d a broad flat pmaee for steering 
e a container with boards on the side 
f in the power of 
g very wesry 
a awkward in moving 
b get mixed up and caught 
e something that may be felt or seen 
d making out easily 
e a good~bya 
f set :free and clear 
g wanting very muoh 
a shivering, excited feelings 
b make straight or level 
e to be free of a tangle 
d to be free from danger 
e dangers 
f an account of what happens 
g part of a day from sunrise to ~id-day 
---
---
---
---
1 current 
2 sm.g 
3 rapidity 
4 shanty 
6 tavex.n 
l droves 
2 mutton 
5 hides 
___ 4 manage 
___ 5 diary 
a a ru.de eabin 
b :put a stop to 
c a stream at its swiftest part 
d swiftness, speed 
e a hidden :place 
f a stump or :part sticking up 
g a small inn 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 65 ..;.. 71 
a to control and direct 
b to arrange according to a plan 
c herds or flocks 
d a place where cows are kept 
e skins of animals 
f the flesh of sheep 
g a record of hapr>enings each day 
*********** 
:Pages 71 - 75 
a to settle 
b to reach in a.istance 
o a motion of going away 
d to go up or down 
e a machine to make ground firm 
f a hilly :Piece of land 
g strong and firm 
11.8 
1 outward 
---
2 sur:face 
---
3 plod 
4 crosswise 
5 layer 
1 leveled 
---
2 looms 
---
3 crest 
---
___ 4 sways 
5 steel~shod 
---
l cramped 
---
2 lumbering 
3 ridge 
4 thunder 
5 :famous 
a a thickness or coating 
b to move slowly and steadily 
c going Erom one side to the other 
d a heavy piece 
e the out side o:f anything 
:f to put down 
g :from the inside to the other .side 
a shows 
b cover~d with a metal shoe 
a a crown 
d made even and :flat 
e comes into sight, large and 
indistinct 
:f top o:f a hill or wave 
g swings back and forth 
a to make a loud, crashing sound 
b made o:f wooden parts 
c very well-known 
d shut in a small space 
e uneasy :feeling 
:f long, narrow~ upper part o:f something 
g moving heavily along 
1 mount 
---
---
2 jingle 
---
3 gleam 
___ 4 scrape 
5 brakes 
l keel 
---
2. idea 
---
3 canal 
---
4 pleasure 
5 relief 
---
1 sufficiently 
2 looke:rs 
---
3 tier 
---
4 ingenious 
---
5 bustling 
---
pages 75 ..... 84 
a to shoot rays of light 
b rub against something rough~ 
making a h9.rd sound 
o rattle 
d anything used to stop moving by 
pressing 
e get upon something 
f cut into pieces 
g a sound. like that of bells s.triking 
a waterway dug across land :for ships 
b :feeling of joy 
c a timber on the bottom of a vessel 
d move and turn over 
e let go away 
f a plan~ picture or belief of the 
mind 
g lessening of difficulty 
a skillfully planned or made 
b done with great speed 
o moving about with noise 
d not quickly seen 
e as much as is needed 
f small closets 
g one of a set of rows 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
---
-.---
---
---
---
---
_,...,. __ 
,........ __ 
---
---
1 exceedingly 
2 locomotive 
3 adventure 
4 jolting 
5 ascended· 
J. complained 
2 forced 
3 improvement:s 
4 ward off 
5 ,fJ.akes 
1 amaze 
2 peril 
3 earn 
___ 4 power 
5 weaver 
---
pages 84 ~ ~5 
a an unusual, exciting happentng 
b unusually 
c moving with :shaking and jerking 
d gone up 
e sent away 
f very greatly 
g railroad engine 
a tllnin chips of s0mething 
b found :fault 
c pushed 
d done or gotten by strength 
1_21 
e that which makes something better 
f to lift·- off 
g to turn aside 
a a tailor 
b one who makes thread into cloth 
c trouble 
d surprise gre~tly 
e strength, force 
f get pay for one's work 
g a cause o:f danger 
___ 1. apply 
------
---
--'-
---
2 knowledge 
3 1temand 
4 quantities 
5 ancient 
1 loom 
2 attach 
3 revolve 
4 model 
5 pro :fit. 
l fibre 
----- 2 gin 
---
3 scythe 
4 movement 
--'--
......._ _ 5 sickle 
a put on over another 
b amounts 
o to put to use 
d important 
:122· 
e something gained and kept in the mind 
f belonging to a time long past 
g a wish or call for 
a a small copp: 
b to gain in money 
o put one beside another 
d fasten (to) or bind 
e turn upside down 
f machine for weaving cloth 
g move in a circle 
a tool for mowing grain by hand 
b hairs twisted together 
o set of wheels~ as in a clock 
d a thread.-like part of a plant 
e going forward 
f tool with short~ rounde.d blade 
g a machine for separating seeds from 
cotton 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
_____ l struggled 
___ 2 discouraged 
5 conversation 
---
---
4 possibility 
--- 5 shuttle 
l st~toh 
---
2 complete 
---
3 deta1.ls 
4 eu:rved 
5 admire.d 
---
1 fighter 
2 hone·st 
3 sinoera 
---
4 flocked 
5 common 
---
pages·95- 100 
a thread.-hold.er in a sewing machine 
b argued 
c put forth great effort 
d lessened in brave spirit 
e chance that a thing may happen 
f feeling uncertain 
g talk of persons with one another 
a small parts of so~meth iDg 
b looked. at with pleased :feelings 
c fawten down firmly 
d passing of a tbreaded needle in< 
and out of material 
e enjoyed greatly 
f whole, entire 
g bent, as part of a c :ir ole 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 103 = 107 
a fair and straightforwar a. 
b likely to happen 
c usaal. often met with 
d simple and plain 
e real, true feeling 
f moved in a crowd 
g one who takes part in war 
---
---
---
--------
---
---
---
---
1 laborar 
2 retired 
3 advice 
4 appe~anc~ 
5 senators 
l erect 
2 figure 
3 trumpet 
4 inner 
5 glow 
1 lawyer 
2 attract 
3 banquet 
4 heare~ 
___ 5 grave 
1.24 
· a one • s own ideas offered to another 
b upper smaller group cf the countryrs 
law-makers · 
o · a wcrkman 
d showing up 
e correct information 
f outward look 
g have given up an office 
b having to do with the mind o:r soul 
c plae ed straight 
d upright 
e a musical brass instrument 
f loud noises 
g look eager 
a win a tt enti on 
b draw together 
o thought :fu.l, important 
d a person who knows rules of justice 
e a listener 
f a dinner to celebrate something 
_ g rich :food 
**********"* 
1 united 
---
2 ta.x 
---
3 expected 
4 federal 
5 preserved 
1 braided 
---
2 library 
---
3 dreary 
4 neighbor hood 
5 crime 
1 :feeble.-minded 
---
2 notebooks 
3 gloomy 
---
4 poorhouse 
5 jail 
1.25 
pages 107 -.. 113 
a saved from harm 
b o:f the central government o:f the 
United States 
o happened as usual 
d joined together 
e of the Con:federacy 
f money paid by pe.ople to their 
government 
g look.ed :fo:r · 
a dull~ without cheer 
b to have wroven three strands together 
c people living near one another 
d rainy and wet 
e building with a great number o:f books 
:f scatter~d houses 
g bad acts against the law 
a a building where wrongdoers are kept 
b glimmer of light 
c dark, dim 
d blank cards 
e having little power to think 
f a public home for penniless people 
g blank paper bound in covers 
---
---
---
l apart 
2 insane 
3 shrubbery 
4 asylum 
5 content 
1 distant 
2 venture 
3 till 
4 plead 
5 roam 
1 medium 
2 weary 
3 skeleton 
4 mission 
5 trust 
a a place of shelter 
b a piece of something 
e satisfied 
d. not sound in mind 
e off, away from others 
f held inside 
g a number of low~growing trees 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 116 - 126 
a to reach slowly 
b to argue fo:r 
c try unsuccessfully 
a. fa:r off 
e plow ana. care for farm land 
f to wander about 
g to dare 
a bony frame of a man or animal 
b to have faith in 
:126 .: 
c a place where church work is done 
d. give to another 
e worn outt tired 
f ghos:t 
g middle-sized 
---
---
---
---
---
1 volunteer 
2 :fare 
3 aomrade 
4 graze 
5 climate 
1 undertaken 
2 vehiele 
3 startle 
4 daring 
5 missionary 
1 rig 
2 boasting 
3 exchange 
4 calico 
5 mild 
a to eat grass 
b give away 
c to mak~ out~ get on 
d wander 
1:27 -
e person who shares what another does 
:f offer one's services freely 
g kind o:f weather a place has 
a bold in :fiacing dangwr 
b to excite suddenly 
c diffiault to do 
d a person sent out to teach about God 
e a means of carrying people and goods 
:f work :finished 
g tried -to do 
* * * * * * * * * ** 
pages 129 - 141 
a a aotton cloth with printed design 
b gentle, kind 
o to :fit out, eq_ui:p 
d not angry 
e speaking too well of yourself 
:f talking loud.ly 
g to give in return :for getting 
---
---
---
---
---
1_28 -
1 deed 
2 representative 
a a soft yellowish or grayish leather 
b great skill in shooting 
3 buckskin 
4 knack 
5 marksmanshlp 
1 struggle 
2 coonskin 
3 detenninea. 
4 :freedom 
5 governor 
1 direction 
2 manner 
3 shells 
4 isthmus 
5 sparkled 
c power to do something easily 
d one who marks a target 
e one :for all 
:f an act; something which is done 
g person appointed to speak or aot 
:for others 
a liberty to govern salf 
b a head covering 
c head of a state in the U. s. A 
a furry hide of a raccoon 
e great effort 
f work bard :for 
g with one • s mind firmly made up 
a a narrow. strip of land connecting 
two other bodies of land 
b any way one may :face or point 
c coming to or :from 
d way o:f acting 
e cases filled with gunpowder 
f flashed and twinkled 
g piece of land like a cape 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
_____ l antelope 
2 bluff 
---
---
---
---
---
---
3 venison 
4 flesh 
5 extens.ion 
l knoll 
2 summit 
3 utensils 
4 fertile 
5 mansion 
l oriental 
----- 2 passage 
_____ 3 mosques 
4 abandon 
---
5 vicinity 
pages 141 - 145 
a a highf steep bank 
b to be not serious 
c cud-chewing, long-horned anima~ 
d deer meat 
e costing much money 
:f soft parts of body used for food 
g wide, :far~reaching. 
a a large house 
b growing crops easily 
c like a knot-hole 
·d a small hill 
e top or highest point 
f machines 
g tools :for use especially in housework 
a belonging to olden times 
b a region of land about or near 
c give up completely 
d to cause to die 
e places of worship :for M~bammedans 
f having to do with countries of Asia 
g .1.a way b.y which one goes 
l tedious a scattered 
2 numerous b cho:pped 
3 :provisions c hard. work 
4 strewn d thrown away as useless 
5 hewn e great :plenty 
f stores of food 
g long and tiring 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 145 ... 14B· 
l appropriately a dwell or live in 
2 OCCUl?Y b take part in 
3 hymns e a measure 
4 inscription d fittingly 
5 amount e money :paid out 
f something written on :paper, metal 
or stone 
g songs in :praise of God 
1 anniversary a used up in time, money, or strength 
2 charming b · yearij;:y return of a date 
3 procession e used little because of the cost 
4 entran.ce d highly pleasing 
5 ex:pended e the act of coming in 
f using a doorway 
g a parade 
l urgent 
2 presence 
3 excelled 
---
4 odds 
5 impressed 
l foremost 
2 estimated 
3 observed 
4 enclosed 
5 tubers 
1 pr aspect o rs 
2 executa 
3 produce 
4 sketch 
---
5 o onductad 
---
:t31_ 
a had a strong affect on 
b held over 
c a parson's look or bearing 
d necessary 
a have. out done others 
f pressing 
g difference in favor of one against 
another 
a ·vegetables like potatoes 
b surrounded 
c spoke quietly 
d leading.* first 
e took not ice of 
f hollow rods 
g figured roughly, how much, how many 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 150 - 151 
a a rough a.rawing or plan 
b guided or led 
c persons who search land :for minerals 
d gave directions 
e to bring forth 
f Indian scouts 
g carry out 
-------
1 angle 
2 transported 
3 cultivation 
4 incredible. 
---
5 abundance 
1 m.a.:rvel 
---
2 adobe 
3 preciou$ 
4 disappointed 
5 emigrants 
1 amus.e 
---
2 f'eeble 
-----
3 candidate 
---
4 remind 
---
5 withdrew 
a earried :from one place to another 
b waited for 
e. great plenty 
a preparing land and growing crops 
e to increase 
:f a point :formed by two lines 
g ha.rd to believe 
a people who leave their country to 
settle in another 
b :failed to fulfill the hope of 
o a wonderful thing 
d a mystery 
e made of' stone 
f' having great value 
g made of su=O. ... dried briok 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 153 "'"' 175 
a to make a person think of 
b left, went away from 
o to say again 
d to cause to laugh or smile 
e a person who runs for of'f'ioe 
f not young 
g without strength 
1_32 
1 prevent 
---
2 military 
---
3 compromise 
---
4 topple 
---
5 punish 
l swerve 
---
2 stubborn 
3 cause 
4 c ompanio:n 
5 harsh 
1 slavery 
2 soar 
---
3 debate 
4 mascot 
5 regiment 
---
a to fall 
b a body of fighters 
c to cause to pay for wrong-doing 
d having to do with s,o.ldiers 
e to promise anything 
f settling of differences by both 
sides giving in 
g keep from happening 
a swing back and forth 
b rough to the hearing 
c sharp and hard 
d to turn aside 
e one who shares what another does 
:133 -
f the side of a question aided by a 
number o:f people 
g having a firm idea 
a a boey o:f sold.iers in charge of a 
colonel 
b smmething believed to bring good 
luok 
o to prove wrong 
d a false face 
e the practice o:f owning people as 
property 
f arguments on both sides of a 
question given before listeners 
g to fly high 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
1 depend 
2 mishap 
3 substanee 
4 waste 
5 frontier 
1 toil 
2 tepee 
3 brave 
4 shield 
5 pouch 
1 scra:Pe 
___ 2 organs 
3 porcupine 
---
---
4 shaggy 
___ 5 :Papo oae 
:Pages 178 - 189 
a the edge of a settled. :Part of a 
country 
b be thrown aside 
c get help from 
d wait for 
e bad luek 
f a delay 
g what a thing is made from 
a Indian warrior 
b a hidden place 
o write very long 
d work very hard 
e tent 
f bag or sack 
i34 
g a broad piece of metal or wood 
carried on the arm to ward off blows 
a looking wild and fierce 
b Indian baby 
o rough, tangled 
d remove by drawing a knife over 
e scratch against 
f parts of the body having apec ial work 
g animal with sharp s~ines 
1 spanned 
2 robe 
-----
3 quill 
---
4 region 
5 lash 
_____ 1 furiously 
---
---
---
---
2 revolver 
3 plush 
4 ordinary 
5 compare 
1 phantom 
2 postage 
3 organized 
___ 4 pace 
5 hardy 
1_35 
a long, loose piece of outer clothing 
b to oeat or whip 
c part of the worl.d 
d jumped over 
e extended over 
:f a pen 
g a long, sharp spine 
*********** 
pages 189 .;... 196 
a find out how things are alike or 
unalike 
b hurriedly 
c usual 
d a repeating pistol 
e a fur 
f as though fUll of wild rage 
g thick, so:ft cloth 
a something which has hardened 
b arranged. in good order 
c a good likeness 
d strong, able to stand difficulties 
e a ghost 
f government charge for carrying mail 
g rate of moving 
---
---
---
---
---
1 industry 
2 blizzard 
3 furrow 
4 attempt 
5 dreadful 
1 purpose 
2 tallow 
3 chaps 
4 flank 
5 foothills 
___ 1 range 
---
2 secure 
3 arranged 
4 recently 
5 contrast 
1_36 
pages 197 .,.. 206 
a a long, narrow track in the earth 
cut by a plow 
b a factory 
c causing fear 
d a farm animal 
e any kind of business 
f a try 
g a driving storm of wind and snow 
a mounds near the bottom of highlands 
b the side of an animal 
c an action 
d fat of an animal 
e plan or aim 
f rough flesh 
g leather pants worn by cowboys 
a tied up 
b great difference 
o lately maae or done 
d to get 
e early 
f a piece of land where cattle feed 
g settled 
---
---
---
---
---
---
~--
---
---
---
1 rawhide 
2 breed 
3 wither 
4 sombrero 
5 barbed 
1 trickle 
2 wilt 
3 cease 
4 asphalt 
5 refined 
l situated 
2 boiler 
3 d.isease 
4 lubricating 
5 immigrant 
a strain or kind 
b become dry and lifeless 
a fittea with sharp :pointx 
d a aowboy 1 s whip 
e cattle 
f untanned skin of cattle 
g a broad-brimmed hat 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 210 - 228 
a macte clean or pure 
b cement 
a fall in drops 
d come to an end 
e dark-colored. matter like tar 
f clea~ed away 
g lose freshness 
:t37 
a person who eomes into a country to 
live 
b something that causes illness 
c oily 
d lo6ated, placed 
e making smooth and. slippery 
f tank hola.ing hot water 
g a natural~born citizen 
1 film 
---
2 solve 
---
3 forge 
_____ 4 process 
5 blacksmith 
l fortune 
2 reward 
---
3 shingle 
4 crude 
---
5 demand 
·1 complain 
---
2 fever 
--~ 
3 threatened 
---
4 veto 
---
5 ignorant 
a a treatment which brings about a 
prod:uet 
b a furnace where metal is heated 
c to have an idea 
d find outt make clear 
e a thin coating 
f a preparation 
i38 
g a workman who heats and shapes iron 
aa rough~ lacking finis.h 
b something saved 
e to claim 
d money offered for good. services 
e to question 
f a great deal of money 
g thin piece o:f wood used to cover roo:fs 
* * * * * * * * * * * / pages 231 ,.. 245 
a being innocent 
b right to stop or prevent 
c :find fault 
d · a medical tool 
e warnea. of coming harm or danger 
f knowing little or nothing 
g sickness causing heat in the body 
---
---
.....,.---
---
--~ 
---
---
---
---
1 exercise 
2 examination 
3 resources 
4 salary 
5 locate 
1 irrigation 
2 explode 
3 :fitness 
4 politics 
5 malaria 
1 polar 
2 yacht 
3 network 
4 generally 
5 avoid 
a money paid for work done 
b to hunt for and. find 
c to use 
a the right to choose 
e a test of fitness 
f · draw out 
g wealth in money~ land, products 
a a kind of dry farming 
b a sickness that brings chills and 
sweating 
o parts that go together 
d a being readt or prepared 
i3s 
e the furnishing of water to land by 
canals 
f the .art of gover:om.ant 
g to burst with great noise 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 249 - 262 
a a set of lines or roads that cross 
and recross· 
b a life 'boat 
c keep away from 
d a small boat for racing or enjoym.ent 
e to warn about 
f usually 
g having to do with the north and 
south world regions 
_____ 1 passage 
2 severe 
---
---
3 advantages 
4 commerce 
---
5 scientist 
1 aroused. __ .... 
___ 2 degree 
3 expert 
4 gradually 
---
---
5 agent' 
l common 
---
3 delicious 
---
---
4 pleasure 
5 famous 
a useful or helpful results 
b progress made 
c person who knows much about £acts 
concerning the earth, air, etc. 
d sharp, hard. to bear 
e goods manuiactured 
f the right or way to go 
g buying and. selling of goods 
1_40 
a person or company who aots for another 
b little by little 
c angry 
d. a mark on a measuring instrument 
e knowing a great deal about something 
f a ticket-seller 
g awakened., stirred. to life 
a a kind of fast-sailing vessel 
b much talked about 
c cutting short 
d. rich 
e general, done by all 
f a joy 
g pleasing to the taste 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
1 advertising 
2 lectures 
B energy 
4 create 
5 brilliant 
l genius 
2 wizard. 
3 occur 
4 primitive 
5 industrious 
1 CO•il 
2 cablegram 
3 phonograph 
4 portrait 
5 patient 
1_4j __ 
a to make 
b start over again 
c giving public notice of 
d electric signs 
e strength or drive to get worlt done 
f planned talks on a subject 
g flashing, bnight 
a busy at w·ork 
b a very gifted person 
o appear again 
d to happen, take place 
e coming in order 
f a man who can do anything as if by 
magic 
g first, belonging to early time:s 
a picture of a lovely scene 
b untiring at work 
c a picture of a person 
a. anything wound. round and round 
e a message sent on wires under the sea 
f saying nothing 
g a machine that saves and plays back 
sound 
1 oonneot 
---
_____ 2 priok~y 
___ 3 wrought 
4 pest 
---
5 power 
1 acid 
---
2 humble 
3 disin:fectant 
4 consented 
---
5 liquid 
1 disaster 
---
2 bruise 
3 cent inued 
---
___ 4 opportunity 
5 carrier 
a mad.e, worked 
b might, strength 
e woven fast 
d stinging 
e anything that bothers greatly 
f join together 
g straighten out 
* * * * *·* * * * * * 
pages 2.80 .,.. 293 
a something which :flows like water 
b something which kills germs 
c agreed 
d poor and shabby 
.---~ 
1_42 
e something sour and biting to the taste 
f made to give in 
g not proud 
a an injury t~ the outside 
b a great success 
c a happening which brings trouble 
to many 
d anything that holds something 
e to break 
f a good chance 
g ke:pt on going 
---
---
---
---
---
---
l medical 
2 clinic 
3 example 
4 bea:r 
5 injury 
1 realize 
2 society 
3 request 
4 surgeon 
5 vacant 
1 permission 
2 sewer 
3 temperature 
4 wiggler 
5 treatment 
a a doctor's home 
b to carry 
o harm done to a person or thing 
a having to do with healing 
e an aocid.ent 
f something to be followed 
g part of a hospital where ~ecial 
sickness is treated 
:143 
a people joined together for a special 
reason 
b a doctor who operates 
e come forward with 
d empty~ not filled 
e something asked fo.r 
f a free meeting place 
g understand 
a a measure of heat or cold shown on 
a thermometer 
b a water system 
o a ww:y of relieveing or curing sickness 
d rough ba.ndling 
e leave. act of allowing 
f a tiny worm-like creature 
g pipes to carry off waste 
* * * * * * * *** * * 
' 
___ 1 engage. 
---
---
---
---
---
2 solemn 
3 challenge 
4 neutral 
6 league 
1 oont inent 
2 generous 
3 innocent 
4 management 
5 bitterness 
1 interfere 
2 torpedo 
3 billions 
4 suit 
5 submarine 
,/pages 297 - 311 
a grave, causing much thought 
b a union o:f persons or nati om~ 
o taking part in a fight 
d to talk QUietly 
e take part in doing something 
f a dare 
g not taking sides 
a freeefrom blame 
b an unwillingness 
c a feeling e oming from sorrow or 
bate 
d one o:f the six masses of land on 
the earth 
e the act o:f directing 
:f to make great plana 
g willing to share with others 
a everything jumbled together 
b give satisfaction 
c a boat that goes under water 
d a machine to blow u:p ships 
e fit into a s~ecial plaee 
f to mix in the business of others 
g thousands of millions 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
1_44 
1 terrible 
----
2 warfare 
3 awe 
---
4 reserving 
---
5 diameter 
1 :feature 
---
___ 2 ranger 
3 varied 
------
4 margel 
5 glacier 
1 acquainted 
2 cavern 
3 volcano 
---
4 noted 
---
5 muskrat 
1_4_5 
/ :pages 312 - 323 
a length o:f a line across the middl~ 
o:f a circle 
b a mistake 
c keeping :for a special use~ saving 
d giving away 
e :fighting 
:f causing great :fear 
g great wonder 
a of different kinds 
b main thing of notice 
c ioe in the ocean 
d a river o:f ice-moving slowly on lani 
e a man who watches over forest lands 
f a suxprising trick 
g to be struck with wonder 
a a,,_,large hollow space under the 
ground 
b a steep rocky :place 
o mad.e well-known 
d a. hole in the ground that throws 
u:p melted rock and steam 
e ask·ed for 
f noticed carefUlly 
g a water animal like a krge rat 
----'-
___________________ _._ __ _ 
---
---
1 dawned 
2 sequoia 
!3 oli:ff 
4 gaze 
a to look at steadily 
b a high steep reek 
o vote :for 
d grew lighter in eolor 
1.4:6 
5 cast a ballot e a giant tree growing in Oali:fornia 
:f given away 
g grew clear in the mind 
**********>~~< 
___ 1 average a things that need help 
h things to dp~. business 2 welfare 
3 affairs 
4 custom 
---
5 dome 
---
1 appropriation 
2 appearanee 
.. 
3 assistants 
4 memory 
5 completed 
o a fancy dress 
d a large, rounded roof 
e health and happiness 
f usual 
g a long-:followea. habit 
a the act of remembering anything 
b :fitting right 
o finished 
d the look o:f a person or thing 
e ma. de over 
f sum of money set aside for special 
u.se, 
g helpers 
1 stat ely 
2 judge 
3 wings 
4 sm:ft 
5 exact 
a :parts of a building off to the side 
b ~all and noble 
e to consider, think about 
d without an error 
e moved. to ene side 
f an officer who rules in e ourt 
g a long slim pieea 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
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Chapter I 
___ 1 plunge 
2 insisted 
3 hitherto 
---
---
4 SIJhere 
5 a:rrangem ent 
---
1 include 
---,--
2 global 
3 barrier 
---
4 c om);B rison 
5 distorts 
1 similar 
---
pages l - 4 
a Ball 
b ord.er 
c weapon 
d believed 
e drop 
:f gave help 
g in earlier days. 
a stretches bad.ly out of sha:pa 
b take in as part of the whole 
o fence in 
d round 
e something that stands in the way 
f omits 
g the act of discovering how things 
are alike or different 
a around the continent 
2 transcontinental b a narrow strip of water connecting 
two large bodies of water 
---
3 outweighed. 
4 isthmus 
---
5 strait 
---
c had greater value 
d almost the same 
e regular coastline 
f ·a narrow strip of land connecting 
two large bod.ies of land 
g across the continent 
---
---
---
---
---
1 provi,aes 
2 gul:fs 
3 detour 
4 inhabited. 
5 meridians 
1 longitude 
2 parallels 
3 encircled 
4 pendant 
5 latitude 
1 airway 
2 use:fullness 
3 com:pare 
4 descended 
5 related 
:1_51_ 
a lived in 
b imaginary circles passing through 
the poles 
c became a. habit 
d go out· o:f one's way 
e arms o:f the sea stretching into 
the land 
f return trip 
g furnishes 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 4 ,..,. 7 
a. hanging object 
b surrounded 
c cha_rts 
d in a swinging position 
e distance north or south of the 
equator 
f lines same distance apart 
g distance east or west on earth1 s 
surface 
a· prepare for war 
b connected by birth 
c great help 
d disappeared 
e came from a s~ecial family 
f show di:f:ferences and likenesses 
g -plane route 
1 represented a belonging to the mainland 
2 e ont inental b returned 
3 naturally c very poor 
4 ancestors d returned 
5 prosperous e took the place of others 
f successful 
g of eo~urse. 
1 a:ffo~d a added. 
2 vast b take by fighting 
3 sur-plus c have enough money to buy 
4 conquer d scatter 
5 banded e very large 
f worked together 
g rnore than enough 
* * * * * * * * * ** 
pages '1 
-
14 
1 descent a pout 
2 restore b family line 
3 neutral c decided 
4 forced d bring back 
5 sulk e takes no side 
f:' the greater part of 
g mad.e someone do something 
1_53 
...., l zone a mild 
"• 
2 spars-ely b overcrowded 
3 di,stribution c division of climate 
4 regional d angry 
5 temperate e thinly 
f grouping 
g $ectional 
1 suited a agreed with 
2 inland b deserts 
3 tropics e wandered away 
4 approach d hot lands near the eg_uator 
5 contrasts e away from the coast 
f come near 
g great a.ifferences 
1 suggestions a place planted with gra:pes 
2 museums b carved figures 
3 sculpture c wife of a count 
4 countless d out the scalp from 
5 vineyards· e buildings in which art collect ions 
are kept 
f ideas 
. .--
g too many to number 
.... 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
1 mechanize(i 
--~ 
---
2 magnificent 
3 attempt 
......,...--
4 livestoAk 
5 civilians 
_____ 1 political 
2 territory 
---
3 bounda.rie~ 
---
4 resources 
5 transferred 
1 peninsula 
---
2 fringed 
3 advantage 
---
4 referenc-e 
---
5 dominion 
pages 14 - 1'7 
a waged war 
b grand 
c hunted animals 
d try 
e used machines in place of men 
f people not in the war 
g farm animals 
a handed over 
b dividing-lines 
e made new 
d having to do with government 
e well-mannered 
f land 
g sup~lies that meet a need 
a :first cboioe 
b in connection with 
c edged 
d improvement 
e land jutting out into the water 
:f self-governing country 
g great help 
:l54 
1_55 -
1 empire a rule 
~ 2 associated b disagreed with 
3 hemisphere c :far :from the center 
4 outlying d connected with 
5 control e small state 
:f one hal:f of' the earth 
g many nations under one government 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
Chapter II pages 21 ,.., 26 
1 exploration a :finish school 
2 establi.s hed b rule 
3 gradually c :formed 
4 possession d search :for new lands 
5 govern e destroyed 
:f ownership 
g little by little 
1 independent a ask advice 
2 withdraw b not ruled by another 
3 consult 0 able to draw well 
4 a:f:fects d move away :from 
5 various e oevents 
'-' 
:f di:f:ferent 
g concerns 
:15S 
1 dependencies a. entered with :force 
2 levels b developed their trade 
3 invaded 0 countries ruled by others 
4 mobilized d prepared :for war 
5 exception e steps 
:f valuable weapons 
g something left out 
1 outbreak a . to be unlike 
2 commercial b hal:f ..... way around 
3 irregular 0 trading 
4 surround d beginning 
5 dif:fer e very smooth 
:f shut in on all sides 
g not straight 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 26 ... 32 
1 bord.ered a. in every part 
2 extends b drowned river mouth 
3 abundant c edged 
4 throughout d. provides 
·5 estuary e stretches out 
:f treeless plain 
g more than enough 
1 fathoms 
---
----- 2 frequently 
----
----
---
---
---
---
---
---
3 quantities 
4 blodkad.e 
5 lu.xu.ries 
1 comforts 
2 threatened. 
3 replaced 
4 allies 
5 furnished. 
1 tremendo\l.S 
2 raid 
3 effect 
4 determined 
5 fortress 
a often 
b cut off 
c pleasures 
d. depths of water 
e easily 
f amounts 
g mine sweepers 
a built again 
b united countries 
c leaders 
a provided 
e conveniences 
f d.efend.ed. 
g warned. of d.ang er 
a well-d.efended plaoe 
b wandered 
c sudden attack 
d. a.ecid.ed. 
e result 
f uncertain 
g very great 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
157 
1.58 
pages 32 - 37 
1 offensive a industrial 
2 masters b rulers 
. 3 refineries c attack 
4 resident isl d machines for making products pure 
5 network e dwelling 
f electric plants 
g railroad system 
1 midst a machines for moving heavy things 
2 domed b dockworkers 
3 telescope c instrument for seeing things in 
the distance 
4 observatory d center 
5 cranes e place tbat is :fitted for watching 
the stars 
:f condemned to death 
g roofed in shape of half a circle 
1 shunted a money 
2 stacked b we 11-educated 
3 cargoes c loads 
4 financial d put aside 
5 cultural e valuable 
f piled 
g avoided 
., 
:l59 -
l destruction a , unloaded 
2 attracted b grouped together 
3 massed e muddle 
;j 
4 haze d drew 
5 discharged e traded 
:f cloud 
g ruin 
* * * * * * * "' * * * 
pages 39'·.- 43 
l pulp a arms of the sea 
2 margarine b used for butter 
3 extracting c within reach 
4 obtainable d little :fishes 
6 firths e noticing 
:f taking out 
g soft~ wet mass 
1 fiords a bokks of maps 
2 dredging b herds 
3 fodder c food for cattle 
4 publishing d inlets of the sea 
5 atlases 6 story-writing 
:f scooping 
g printing for sale 
:160 
1 adjoining a fishing 
2 jute b milky substance 
3 smelting c obtaining metal from ore 
4 grimy d strong fiber used for making rope 
5 blast e dirty 
f next to 
g blow b~ pressure 
1 fiber a trouble 
2 burlap b coarse cloth 
3 textiles c insulting 
4 difficulty d woven goods 
5 humidifying e adding moisture to the air 
f thin pieces of baked clay 
g thread 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 43 ,.. 50 
1 f:lax a not deep 
2 gunny cloth b near at hand 
3 c o:q.venient ly c fiber used for making linen 
4 shallow d certainly 
5 especially e strong material 
f empty 
g better than the average 
161 
l tropical a cutting instruments 
2 coking b transporting 
3 distributing c blat 
4 cutlery d dishes made of baked clay 
5 earthenware e dividing 
:f small pied.e of meat 
g fueling 
l suitable a kept busy 
2 engaged b left over 
3 task 0 amount produced 
4 ammunition d work 
5 output e improved 
f war supplies 
g proper 
l oon tribut ion a crops 
2 glimpses b small bays 
3 ind.ireotly c short looks 
4 yields d help 
5 coves e hastily 
f in another way 
g deep holes 
* * * * * * * * * ** 
---
---
1 anchored 
2 trawlers 
3 schools 
4 additional 
5 lubricating 
1 sufficient 
___ 2 boggy 
---
---
3 support 
4 decay 
5 peat 
pages 50 - 57 
a more 
b salt water fish 
Q fastened 
d oiling 
e fishing boats 
f fish swimming together in groups 
g drift,ing 
a rot 
b d.ried earth used for fuel 
o top of mountain 
d ·enough 
e help 
f hang loosely 
g swampy 
1 hydroelectricity a ancesiiors 
---
2 missionaries 
3 partitioned 
---
4 authorities 
---
5 forefathers 
b asked for aid 
c electricity made by water power 
d religious worker·s 
e divided 
f people who have power 
g without electricity 
:162 -
1_63 -
1 arid. a fight 
2 humid b moist 
3 savanna c competition 
4 rivalry ·d able to see a joke 
5 resistance e dry 
:f aid 
g treeless grassland 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 58 - 68 
1 semiarid a top 
2 bulk b hal:f a circle 
3 summit c plant 1i£e 
4 veld d bal:f dry 
5 vegetation e total 
f the greater part 
g land 
1 subtropica'l a friendly nations 
2 withers b almost hot 
3 cluster c mixtures of two or more metals 
4 alloys d dries up 
5 chromite e metal used in making steel 
f group 
g metal used in ma1dng paint 
1 manganese a fireproof mineral 
2 dwarfed b hairl:ess 
3 mohair c made smaller 
4 considerable d cloth made from bair of Angora goat 
5 asbestos e metal used in making steel 
f large 
g small red. berries 
1 drought a all articles bought or used by people 
2 marmalade b lack of rain 
3 :processing c thick ja.m 
4 consumer goods d · advancing 
5 industrialization e all forms of business and manufacture 
f :preparing :food for sale 
g steam power 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 68 '"" 75 
1 converted a selling 
2 chassis b changed 
3 remarkably c framework of an automobile 
4 purcbasing d unusually 
5 citrus e any tree bearing lemons, limes, 
oranges or grapefruit 
f turned u :ps ide down 
g buying 
1 lessening 
---
--~ 
2 encouraged 
3 vanadium 
---
___ 4 phrase 
5 p~renthes is 
---
I prospect 
---
a curved marks 
b urged 
e learning 
d metal used to make steel 
e growing smaller 
f group of words 
g speak well of 
a shut off from the sea. 
1_65 
.2 proteetorates b succeed 
---
3 lana.lockea 
____ 4 progress 
5 coastal 
---
I trough 
.. 
2 copra 
3 sisal hemp 
---
4 shareholder 
---
5 profitable 
---
c outlook 
d countries a.efended by stronger 
countries 
e near the sea 
f juicy fruits 
g. advanee 
a strong fiber used in rope making 
b native people 
c valley 
d one who owns a part of a business 
e mineral 
f dried meat of coconut 
g money-making 
* * * * * * * * * *. * 
. ' 
; 
.. 1-"'. 
1_66 
pages '75 ~ 88 
' 
·. 1 employ place o:f meeting / a 
'-.) 
2 actually b laeed together 
3 junction 0 easily 
4 kernels d really 
5 woven e ·~13eeds 
:f dog-houses 
g hire 
1 mille.t a water routes 
2 identi:fication b styles o:f dress 
3 lanes c grain 
4 discussion d talk 
5 customs e insect 
f habits 
g matching 
1 competit prs a wait 
2 pacts b sorrowfully 
3 mOSlfUeS c churches 
4 delay d powerfully 
5 pitifully e head-dresses 
f persons who want the same thing 
v 
agr e em.ent s g 
1_67 
l occurred a ordering 
2 demanding b starvation 
3 tributaries c 'happened 
4 monsoon d gi:fts o:f money 
5 famine a seasonal 
:f streams which flow into a riger 
g claiming 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 90 ~ lOJ. 
l margin a smll hill~ 
2 bazaar b oxen. 
3 turban c small t em:pJ.a 
4 bullocks d open market 
5 mounds e edge 
:f engine 
g head-dress 
l nomadic a :fair 
2 mod era ta b weaving machine 
-3 wary e :flowered silk cloth 
4 brocades d careful 
5 loom e new 
:f wandering 
g very ·tired 
1 handicra :fta 
-----
2 casbmere 
---
3 interfere 
4 mica 
...----
5 modernize 
---
1 patient 
---
2 graphite 
3 crude 
4 tungsten 
---
5 desperately 
---
l engineers 
---
2 liberation 
---
3 necessity 
4 synthetic 
---
5 tended 
16Q. '-> . 
a come between 
b bring up to present standard.s 
o a thin mineral us.ed as Windows in 
lanterns, ·eto. 
a. extra burdens 
e :fine-, -so:ft wool 
:f person who handles money 
g hand skills 
a raw 
b mineral used to make wires in 
electric light bulbs 
o calm 
d very small chart 
e greatly 
:f soft, black carbon used :for lead 
·in pencils 
g hatefully 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 101 - 115 
a was present 
b men who plan and build. roads 
o sad 
::id :freedom 
e not real 
:f need 
g cared :for 
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
1 latex 
2 unconditional 
3 ced.ed 
4 volcanic 
5 breadfruit 
l eucalyptuet 
2 marsup:Lals 
3 rabbit ears 
4 ferns 
5 benefit 
1 proportion 
2 barren 
3 distinct 
4 existlm.ce 
5 pasturag~ 
a complet~ 
b evergreen tree 
c tree product 
d baked good made from flour 
e milky juice 
f erupting 
g givenup 
a animals tlla. t carry their young 
in pouches 
b flowerless plants 
c little rabbits 
d help 
e Australian tree 
f fish-eating birds 
g men hired. to kill rabbits 
a grassland 
b part 
c d.ifferent 
d shut out 
e bare 
f very important 
g life 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 116 ~ 129 
1 hub a preparing hides for leather 
2 spanned b crossed 
3 channel 0 twisted int'o threads 
4 tanning d very interesting 
5 picturesque e center 
:f loud noise 
g deeper part of a river 
1 lignit~ a locks 
2 charts b cutting 
3 shearing c closed in :fields 
4 paddocks "':d low grade brown coal 
5 baling e dairy products 
:f bundling 
g maps a course 
1 :fleece a :fear :fully 
2 anxiously b country governed by another 
3 artesian wall c dry well 
4 preserved d kept sa:fe 
5 mana.ate e coat of wool 
f d.eep-bored well 
g :fruit of a tree 
1 secondary 
--..,-
2 accustmne d · 
3 limited 
---
---
4 immigrant 
5 armored 
1 arsenal 
-.----
2 antipode 
---
3 glaciar 
---
4 geysei 
5 wiry 
---
1 pastoral 
2 silos 
---
3 devices 
4 combine 
5 outranked 
a kept within a certain number 
b person entering country 
c land. gi van by the government 
a. not new 
e we:ll-protected 
:f used to 
g ne~xt to ·the best 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 131---- 143 
a o:pposi te 
· b vetry tired 
c hett. spring in earth 
a. tough 
e la.rge mass of ice 
:f si;orage place :for ammunition 
g animal 
a was more important than 
b join 
c rc)Und storage buildings 
d of :flocks and herd.s 
e butter factories 
:f machines 
g turned out 
1_72 :. 
Chapter III 
1 energetic a fE~r 
.... ,_.£ ........... ....-..,. ..... : 
2 distrust b d.e~fea ts 
3 occupies c quarrel 
4 beset d eager t o work 
5 dislike e ai;tack 
f d.<> not care for 
g takes up 
1 waging a grown small 
2 shrunken b torms for peace 
3 threats 0 made others believe 
4 convinced d gathered t.ogether 
5 aggressive e cfLrrying on 
:f ai;tacking 
g wsLrnings 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 143 - 149 
1 opposed a ux·ge 
2 trumped b union 
3 persuade 0 made up 
4 con tent d a stand against authority 
5 alliance e fought 
:f invaded 
g happy 
1.73 -
1 fiercely a peacefully 
~v 2 
retreats b cruel 
3 strewn 0 goes back 
4 brutal d PS.f?Ses 
5 hasten e s Cia tt ere d. 
:f . savagely 
g hurry 
1 organizations a ··rHbuilding 
2 reo onstruct ion b conditions 
3 dealt 0 hand.ed out 
4 concentration d gathering 
5 gigantic e g:roups 
f very big 
g ruin 
Cbap.ter IV 
1 sham a e:nough 
2 constantly b promptly 
3 regain 0 pass 
4 gap d get ba.ok 
5 ample e dishonor 
f make~ believe 
.. , g always 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
---
---
---
---
1 navigable 
2 basin . 
3 suburbs 
4 phosphate 
5 artistic 
1 fashions 
2 caf'es 
3 boulevards 
___ 4 rayon 
---
5 peasants 
1 resorts 
---
2 nitrates 
3 dunes 
---
4 wineries 
---
5 specializes 
---
pages 151 ... 164 
a land ar aine d by a river 
b fiber tbat burns quickly 
c can be used by ships 
d artful 
e land bordering city 
f profitable 
g fertilizer 
a broad avenues 
b shiny fabric like silk 
c plant used in medicine 
d restaurants 
e fa.xmers 
f' styles 
g game-birds 
a lowlands 
b vacation places 
o sm.ll hills 
d becomes skilled in one thing 
e chemicals 
f results 
g places where grapes are changed 
into a drink 
:174 
1 corks 
---
2 potash 
3 bauxite 
---
4 mulberry 
___ 5 grove 
1 elevation 
---
a group o£ trees 
b small blue berry 
o ore £rom which aluminum comes 
d material :for blasting rocks 
e :fertilizer 
:f bottle--stoppers 
g tree 
*********** 
pages 168 ._ 183 
2 complexioned 
a crowded 
b goods 
--..;.. 3 antimony 
---
4 tbrong_ed 
5 wares 
1 exceedingly 
-----
2 forti:fie(i 
3 offensive 
---
---
4 equatorial 
5 scanty 
---
cr..:. buildings for storing grain 
d colored 
e paper money 
:f height 
g metal 
a attack 
b very 
o near the center of the earth 
d not enough 
e protected 
f rough cabin 
g weakened 
---
---
l flavoring 
2 staple 
3 t~kwood 
4 anthr4c i ty 
5 nickel 
Chapter V 
1 occupation 
---
2. polders 
3 disastrous· 
4 florists 
---
5 evaporated 
1 pledges 
2 express 
-----
3 expert 
4 drUgs 
___ 5 spices 
a bard coal 
b wood for making masts 
c me~ta::L 
d the most important 
e approvi~ 
f SJ~ecial taste 
g h11rd, strong wood 
a a.:ra ine d. lands 
b df:~struct i ve 
o burst fortll 
d work 
e t~:>ok the water out of 
f high plains in the mountains 
g people who work with flowers 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 183 ..., 195 
a s~ent with speed 
b clever 
o promises 
d p:ro duct sent out 
e plows used in farming 
f medicines 
g plants that give food a different 
taste 
1.76 
·-·~------.....!.. 
·. ,~. -~~-·, :,o;;~~wfr ·- tr 
Chapter VI 
---
-~-
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
1 spruce 
2 hesitated 
3 willingly 
4 en:rich 
5 cooper~~atives 
1 prosperity 
2 maintain 
3 permanent 
4 canyons 
5 fascinating 
1 · c:ruise 
2 sawmill 
3 freighters 
4 charcoal 
5 transform 
pages 196 - 211 
a gladly 
b groups working together 
o improve 
d waited 
e --properly 
f evergreen tree 
g settlements 
a~- high pea:ks 
b lasting -
c very interesting 
d deep valleys 
e tying together 
:f wealth 
. g keEJp 
a :factory for cutting ~ogs 
b pleasure boats 
c ships tba t carry gooa.s 
d. burned. wood 
e replace 
:f b ot:~.t ride 
g change 
i78 -
1 aluminum a dotted 
2 petroleum b d.reary 
3 studded e very poor 
4 poverty-stricken d stammered in speaking 
5 bleak e very light metal 
:f oil 
g light 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
Chapter VII pages 212 .., 225 
1 goal a agreement 
2 -portion b ajpl 
3 penalty c punis 1IneJ nt 
4. strict d musical instrument 
5 accordance e deep respect :for someone 
f part · 
g hard 
1 hops a grow crops in turn 
2 rotate b compelle.d 
3 nurseries c places where young trees are grown 
4 enforced. d. cones of plants used for beer 
5 bituminous e disease of the leaves 
f place ahead 
g so:f.t coal 
1.80 ~ 
1 retailers a vessel 
2 lenses b set :free 
~ 3 breweries ~ persons who sell in small amounts 
4 cra:ft d logs tied together to :float 
5 released e places where iiquor is prepared 
:f became less orue1 
g curved pieces o:f glass in camera 
1 annexed a b e:fore. 
2 magnesite b places where works o:f <art are shown 
3 galleries c added 
4 corridor d removed from its pLace 
5 formerly e ore 
:f pass between hills 
g kitchens of a ship 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 22.7 ~ 246 
1 subdivision a top 
2 crest b kind o:f roek 
3 sandsto.ne c very fine china 
'4 porcelain d part of a part 
5 international e break in a dam 
:f between countries 
.. 
v g strong paper used :for smoothing 
•· 
---
---
---
l embroideries 
2 condensed 
3 delicate 
4 ordinarily 
5 towering 
Chapter VIIl 
---
---
---
..-,.,..--
---
---
1 pharaohs 
2 pyramids 
3 pro:fited 
4 toppled 
5 foundation 
1 parched 
2 threshing 
3 currants 
4 ·tunny 
5 terrace 
a usually 
b reaching great heigh~ 
c ord.erly 
d became much :Larger 
e thickened 
f very :fine 
g need.lework designs 
a base 
b gained 
c :fell over 
a. rulers 
1.81 -
e hea:ps o:f wood on whiQh dead bodies 
are burned 
f settlement 
g ancient monumen~s 
a seedless raisins made :from grapes 
b warning of trouble 
o a.ried 
d separating seeds from the grain 
e raised. land 
:f money in use in a country 
g :fish 
* * * * * * * * *· * 
1 brilliant 
2 architecture 
---
___ 3 mercury 
---
4 scythes 
5 sickles 
---
---
1 creaking 
2 struggle 
---
3 commission 
---
4 undeveloped 
---
5 bitterly 
~--
1 regretted 
2 ambitio!lS 
---
3 polenta 
4 lagoon 
5 gondolas 
1_82 
p~ges 248 - 264 
a long, curved blades on handles 
b style of build.i~g 
a viet im.s o:f a disease 
d short, curved. blades on han<lliles 
e heavy, silver metal 
:f a.ecoration 
g very bright 
a :fal.ling apart 
b not put to fUll use 
0 not live.d in 
d squeaking loudly 
e painfu.lly 
:f :fight 
g group of persons with power to do 
certain things 
a regained all possessions 
b long, narrow boats 
a bay 
d :food made o:f corn 
e felt sorry 
f old .... :fashioned :farm machines 
g desirous of more po~r 
---
---
---
---
---
---
1 · terminuf;J 
2 sulphur 
3 campanile 
4 Iml'Shy 
5 religio~ 
1 vapor 
2 eruption 
3 oaais 
4 invested 
5 smoldering 
1 guerrillas 
2 con:fined 
___ 3 grubbmg 
4 transit 
---
5 forwarded 
1.83 
a end 
b windy 
o bellctower 
d light; yel;Low substance used in 
making matches 
e swampy 
f period of four years 
g devoted to God 
* * * * * * * * * *··* 
:pages 265 - 282 
a burning without a flame 
b attacked in great numbers 
o - burstmg forth 
d loose, outer garment 
e used money to make profit 
f fertile spot in tthe desert 
g steam 
a sent on 
b peasant girls. 
o passing across 
d fighters in an irregular war 
e limited 
£ business center 
g digging 
. .- 1 jutting a sa:fety 
2 s e 1 f--re l·ian. t b with a part on each side 
3 mettle c including' 
4 security d look into other's a:fifa.ira 
5 astride e courage 
f sticking out 
g independent 
1 uneasiness a slena.er towers 
2 minarets b store keepers 
3 swarms 0 goodS :for sale 
4 merchants d. worry 
5 royalties e crowd.s 
f payments 
g swi:ft'"'"flying birds 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
Oba:pter IX pages 286 ~ 312 
1 tracts a farm ·machinery 
2 cataracts b certain time 
3 period c separated cotton :from its seeds 
4 annual d large, steep waterfalls 
5 ginned e stretches of land 
f sprayed against insects 
g once a year 
.. 
1 cba.t 
2 burial 
3 bountifUlly 
4 swoop 
5 piassava 
Chapter X 
---
---
---
1 aroused 
2 sprawls 
3 extremes 
4 czar 
5 mercilessly 
1 lurking 
2 counter offensive 
3 frontier 
4 :furrowed 
5 tundra 
a respectfully 
b · coarse palm fi~~r 
o dive 
d burying 
e talk 
f plentifully 
g burn 
a great differences 
b completely 
o emperor 
d excited 
e spJJeads out 
f complained 
g cruelly 
a treeless plain 
b plowed 
(~0 hiding 
d ed.ge of a settled country 
e quarr.eling 
f covered with fnr 
g return attack 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
:185 
--~ 1 steppe 
2 taiga 
3 lichens 
4 sod 
5 substitute 
---
Chapter OCI 
---
1 particular 
2 yurts 
3 lattices 
_,_,__,..... 
4 moored 
---
6 gilded 
pages 312 - 33'7 
a dirt' 
b take the place of another 
o grassland 
d small insects 
e for est land 
f improve the soil 
g flowerle:,ss plants 
a fish eggs 
b cut into slices. 
a fish 
d important part of auything 
e animal that gnaws 
f hold fast 
i86 
g relish made from eggs o:f fish 
a covered with thin layers of gold 
b oilwburning motors 
o special 
d tents 
e arossed strips o:f narrow wood 
:f out down with a machine 
g fastened to the shore 
""'8~"" 
..I_ f .. 
1 treaty a scattering 
2 
~I 
misuse b agreement 
3 council 0 shrinking 
4 refused d threw into d:isorder 
5 dwindling e group o:f men who give advice 
f treat badly 
g would not accept 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pagew 33$;) 
-
368 
1 hoes a mills 
2 paddies b small oakes 
3 filatures 0 cba.nee 
4 sequoias d tools used in loosening the soil 
5 probability e honesty 
:f rice :fields 
g evergreen trees 
1 canneries a. small boxes 
2 lacquer b varnish 
3 enamel 0 forecast 
4 prophecy d shiny p3.int 
5 molybdenium e factories where :food is tinned 
~ f leadlike metallic element 
g cement 
• < 
i88 ~ 
.1 contacts a. :fairly good 
2 rickshaw b one-passenger carriage 
3 embattled 0 agreements 
4 passable d connections 
5 circulate e settled arguments. 
:f prepared :for :fight 
g send around 
l nimble a oxen 
2 shuttling h closing 
3 camphor c storage place for 11ater 
4 yaks d quick 
5 reservoir e moving 
:f bean cakes 
g tough gumlike substance 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
Chapter XII pages 369 - 373 
l :frigid a signal system 
---
2 crumples. b near the South Pole 
---
3 hummocks 0 crushes together 
4 code d very small hills 
5 antarctic e swinging beds 
f :falls apart 
g very cold 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
• 
.. ; 
Vocabulary Tests Constructed to ~ccompany the 
Social Studies Textbook I . 
"Geography of Lands Overseas" 
by w. R. Mc0onnel1 
Prepare a. by Edna Smith 
for Use in Grade VI 
{. 189 
I 
• 
Geo.gra pl:iy of Lands Over seas 
by W~ R, McConnell 
Chapter· Title 
I Exploring Your World 
II Inmxstrial Western Europe 
III Living in Scandinavian Europe 
IY' Living in Central Europe 
V Living in Medidierranean :ElurOJ?e 
VI Living in Africa 
VII Living in Southwe~ern Asia 
VIII Living in ~he Soviet Union 
IX Living in Eastern Asia 
X Living in India and 0 eylon 
XI Living in Southeastern Asia 
XII Australia and the Pa~ific Islands 
Number 
Pages of Words 
3.g54 90 
55-108 '76 
109-134 40 
135-162 27 
163 ... 186 30 
187-2.16 36 
21'7-232 15 
233-266 40 
2~7-298 25 
299-516 15 
317-336 50 
337-3·59 20 
444 
• 
• 
j}Jj_ 
Direotionla: On the line bef'o re each vroxd at the le:ft write the 
lette:+ which appears be:fore the meaning which fits the word • 
Chapter I 
---
1.· s:lope 
2 area 
---
---.-
3 density 
-.,.--- 4 . symbol 
---
5 vegetation 
l describe 
---
_____ 2 glimpses 
3 extend 
---
4 includes 
5 instances 
---
l location 
2 eireula.r 
---
3 latitud.e 
---
4 f'amiliar 
---
---
5 irregular 
pages 3 ;-. 6 , I . \ 
a a thing that stands f'or something 
else 
b cJ.osenes~ 
e plant lif'e 
d. likely to be true 
e land that goes up or down f'rom a 
level 
f' an amount of' space 
g plants grown f'or f'ood 
a containt:~ 
b examples 
c to try something to see how it werks 
d tell how a place looks 
e stretch out 
f' according to rule 
g short looks 
a known to all 
b empty 
c a place or, p os.i ti on 
d distance around something 
e distance north or south of the 
equator 
f' round 
g not even, not smooth 
1. continents 
---
2 vast 
3 mainly 
4 destination 
---
5 influence 
·1 refer 
--,---
2 varieties 
~-- 3 recognize 
4 details 
...----
5 similar 
___ 1. sean ty 
2 altitude 
5 profitable 
4 opportunity 
5 metftdian 
a mo.stly 
b never 
c to hav~ power over 
d large masses of land 
e the place to which a person is g~ing 
f very, very large 
g to become :finn 
* ~ * * * * * * * * * 
pages 6 ... ~ 
a parts of a country 
b ta know again 
c small parts o:f something 
d numbers of different things 
e to know well 
:f alike, mU0:h the same 
g direct :for information~ help or 
action 
a height 
b a way out 
c good chanee, favorable time 
d a circle passing through the NLcr. th 
and South :Riol.es 
e not enough -· 
:f · change 
g bri:aging gain 
......... 
1.93· : 
I 
I 
I 
1 en vir Olliilan.t a the outside o:f anything 
• 
2 guides b moving :from one place to another 
3 migration e persons or things showing the ~ 
4 resources d. what makes something d.i:f:ferent 
from others 
5 features. e surrounding 
f supplies tbat meet needs 
g likely to be wrong 
1 parenthesis> a having to do with t.he governme.nt 
2 hemisphere; b power to think e learly 
3 political. c distance east or west on the earth's 
sur :face 
4 industrialized d made ready for business and 
man u:fae turing 
5 longitude e sold, peddled 
f curved mark used in writing 
g hal:f o:f the earth's surface 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 9 
-
39. 
l e;x:pand a .a treeless plain in the aretio 
re.gion 
2 comparison b get balp :frem 
3 vary 0 a wide spreading sur :face 
4 tundra d to drop, fall suddenly 
5 depend e finding likenesses and dif:feren.ee s 
• 
:f a woolen, cheeked cloth 
g c ba.nge, make dif:ferent 
---
• 
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
• 
1 parallels 
2 acoura te 
3 inhabitants 
4 conditions 
5 sparse 
1 realize 
2 distribution 
3 existed 
4 isthmus 
5 observatory 
1 satisfactorily 
2 :fibers 
3 o.rigin 
4 c onsi st:ing 
5 relationships 
a poor, neglected 
b persons who live in a place 
o circles around the earth 
d not thickly grown, thinly scattered 
e persons in hospitals, asylums 
£ exact, free from mistakes 
g things on which something else 
depends 
a high place or building giving a 
wide vi,ew 
b an arm of the sea 
c dividing among a np:mber of people 
d public square 
e lived., was 
:f to understand 
g a narrow strip of land with water 
on both sides 
a outside part 
b ~eginning, starting point 
o connections 
d excitement, strong :feeling 
e giving what is wanted or expected 
f tbreadlike parts 
g made up of 
*********** 
• 
l alloy 
--~ 
2, eontribu.tion~ 
---
3 textiles 
4 descendants 
---
5 disaster 
---
---
l progressive 
2 oon~truotion 
---
3 expansion 
---
4 revolution 
---
5 oomb1nation 
---
1 improved 
2 blend~d 
---
I 
---
3 trans:plantea 
--- 4 originally 
5 invaded 
• 
i95 
pages 39 - 47: 
a persons born of a oert~in family 
·or group 
b a sudden, great misfortune 
o quiet, calm 
d a mixture of metals 
e roughness or fineness of cloth 
f something given .such as money or 
help 
g woven cloth 
a joining t-ogether, union 
b f:irm, faithfUl, loyal 
o a complete chlnge 
d improving, up to date 
e a spreading out 
f building, putting together 
g pleasant to look at 
a entered with force 
b roboed, stolen by foree 
o in the first place 
d. mov.ed from one place to another 
e mixed together 
f spoiled 7 destroyed 
g made better 
• 
• 
JJ contacts 
---
2 :fortunate 
---
___ 3 ene.rgy 
4 crude 
---
5 numerous 
---
1 sources 
---
2 prosperity 
3 benefited 
4 extensive 
---
5 sisal 
--~ 
1 est ima. te 
---
----'---- ~ hemp 
---
3 actually 
---
4 specialize 
---
5 jute 
:196 . 
a being very careful 
b -meetings o:f two persons or thi:rgs 
o many 
d. feelings o:f anger 
e having good. lu.c:k 
:f natural, rough 
g power to work 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 47 - 56 
a helped 
b strong white fiber used for making 
rope 
c thrown aside 
d success, good fortune 
e que.stioned 
:f large, fur reaching 
g beginnings 
a tough, woody, fiber used in making 
cloth, mattings 
b really, in tact 
c give an idea of the value, size or 
east of S;Cllmething 
d t 0 plan carcefully 
e to follow some particuaar work 
f break in on, stop 
g fibe.rs of a plant used for making .; 
string sacks 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
Chapter II 
• 
l mari'time 
---
---
2 quarries 
___ 3 bulky 
---
4 advantages 
5 effective 
---
1 abundant 
2 indicated 
---
3 intense 
---
4 commercial 
---
5 smelted 
---
---
1 :fertility 
2 drizzle 
---
3 heather 
---
---
4 ·typical 
5 estuary 
• 
• 
1.97 
pages 55 - 67 
a things that help get something you 
wish 
b according t.o rules 
c having to do with shipping and 
sailing 
d masses of rookS 
e places where stone is dug y cut or 
blasted out 
f producing results 
g large, taking up much space 
a melted. ore to get metal 
b having to do with buying and selling 
o invented 
d very much, very great 
e pointed out 
f expected to be :false 
g more than enough 
a weakness 
b of a particular kind or class 
c very small drops o:f rain 
d power to produce 
e water supplied. to land by ditches 
f an arm of the sea 
g a low sbrub with purple :flowers 
---
1 stimulating 
• 
2 barriers 
---
3 affect 
---
4 impurities 
---
5 import 
---
1 ridges 
2 kilns 
--.---
3 reputation 
4 foundries 
---
5 rura:l 
---
1 artistic 
---
___ 2 porous 
3 generation 
4 suitable 
---
---
5 porcelain 
• 
198 
a ··attempt, try 
b short st:a t ement s 
e to bring in from a foreign country 
d dirt or mixtures tba.t do not belong 
in something 
e produce a result 
f having power to arouse to'aotion 
g things that keep apart or separate 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 67 - 77 
a ovens for hardening things 
b what people think Bind say of a 
person or thing 
c countrylike 
d families or relatives 
e raised narrow strips 
f places for melting metal 
g questions 
a people born in a period of thirty 
years 
b right, fitting 
c a hard rook 
d very fine earthenware 
e done with skill and good taste 
. f demanding certain conditions 
g full of tiny holev 

200 .. 
1 dred.ging a. travel from one :point to another 
2 nourishing b .a. softt wet mass 
• 3 transit 0 rea.d.y to :face difficulties 4 enterprising d making grow 
5 pulp i correcting, improving 
:JJ de:epening a barber or ehannel 
g a.. thick. stioq liquid 
1 deviees a produce 
2 yield b machines used for spee ial purposes 
3 surplus C· ideas, opiniens 
4 havens d something heavy carried ina ship 
to steady it 
5 ballast e lottd, ba.rsh sou.nds 
f more than is needed 
g shelters~ harbors 
1 thrive a take; up, fill, keep busy 
2 dependent 'b standing out, easy to see 
3 oeeupy 0 very good, better than others 
4 a.ccommoclate d grew strong, prosper 
5 prominent e hold, have room :for 
:f trusting to a person or thing for 
support 
g shut out, keep out 
• * * * * * * * * * 
* * 
• 
• 
i enormotts 
---
2 available 
---
3 junction 
---
4 characteris·tic 
---
5 enrich 
6 exceed 
1 access 
_____ 2 thoroughrare 
___ 3 gorge 
4 excess 
---
5 tributary 
---
1 :polderS. 
2 exposed 
---
--- 3 b0gs 
4 terraced 
___ 5 acqu:irad 
p§.ges 92 ... 1.08 
a to be ni'ore or greater than· 
b a joining, or pla.ce o:f meeting 
c. being worn away 
d to make bet.te:r 
e a speciial quality or appearance 
£ a heavy 'm'low 
g ready for-- use 
h very, very large 
a stream that flows into a larger 
body o:f water 
b a main road or highWa.y 
c the part tha-t is too much 
d a thick, bushy mass 
e a dee.p narrow valley, steep and 
roeky · 
:f the way to pl.aces, persons or 
things 
g doing all th~t should be done 
2Di 
a formed into :flat raiaed pieces o:f 
land 
b to get for one 1 s own 
c having all :power 
d come up again, be repeated 
e wet, soft, spongy ground 
:f land taken :from the sea 
g uncovered. unprotected 
• 
Chapter III 
• 
1 in de pe:n dent 
---
2 approximate 
---
_____ 3 prosperou~ 
4 alternate 
---
---
5 rugged 
l projecting 
---
2 oomplately 
---
5 distributien 
---
4 resemble 
---
---
5 shi:Eting 
1 fio:rds 
2 vertically 
---
3. crest 
---
4 saeter 
---
·5 reservoirs 
---
• 
.:pagea 109 .,.. 121 
a elegant, very comfortable 
b successfUl, doing we.l1 
o rough, uneven 
· d the height of an object 
e not under another's rule 
202 -
f first one and. then the other by 
turns 
g to come very close to 
a changing from one place to anothe:r 
b dividing among a number of persc:>ns 
c to be like something else 
Q.. sticking out 
e all the parts whole 
f general movement of anything 
g to think up or to plan 
a top of a hill or a wave 
b the manner of a person which shows 
his feeling 
c a model or pattern 
d long narrow inlets between high 
banks 
e a pasture in the high mountains 
f places where anything is collected 
and. stored 
g straight up and aewn 
• 
---
l frequent 
2 sleek 
---
3 ·roam 
---
4 hindered 
---
---
5 rigid 
____ 1 ice ca~ 
a solution 
---
----
3 tonnage 
---
4 capacity 
203 .. 
.. 
a abandoned, deserted 
b held back 
o filled with water to make heavY 
d stiff, :firm 
e smooth, s of't and shiny 
f happening often 
g wander 
*********** 
pages 121 - 134 
a the shipping of a nation 
b a full supply 
c a thick covering o:f :frozen water 
5 hydroelectric 
d the remains of worn out Ships 
e the answer to a preblem 
---. 
1 revolves 
-~-
_____ 2 gushing 
3 considerable 
......---
4 tilted 
---
_____ 5 geysers 
f electricity made from water power 
g the amount of room 
a much, not little 
b tipped, slantea 
o springs that shoot up hot water 
and steam 
d wins over by reasoning 
e bargained. with others 
f rushing of water 
g turns in a circle 
• 
• 
l efficient 
---
2 render 
---
3 briefly 
__,... __ 4 rely 
5 pro cesse:a 
1 nomadic 
---
---
2 constantly 
--- 3 ba7'ely 
___ 4 hard.y 
5 nevertheless 
Chapter IV 
1 transition 
---
2 cok:ing 
---
3 associate 
a to depend, to tru~t 
b changes in a speeial order 
c short 
d give,. deliver, make 
e hegin ~gain 
:f doing things without waste 
g things that are a protection 
a always without change 
b scarcely 
c not favoring either side 
d however 
e wandering 
:f strong 
g cheer:fu.l, :friendl.y 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 1.35 - 152 
a little by little 
b read carefully 
c a kind o:f :fuel made by heating 
so:ft coal 
204:. 
4 corresponding d a change from one place to ~other 
---
_____ 5 gtad~l e like something else 
:f holding back 
g think about things tog ether 
• 
• 
_____ 1 lignite 
2 potash 
3 barren 
---
----~ 4 skillfully 
5 trench _ __,__ 
--,-
1 navigable 
2 ammonia 
~--
___ 3 hydrogen 
4 substitutes 
5 nitrogen 
l amber 
---
2 ee:nveJ:ted 
3 residential 
4 eondens~d 
---
5 coarse 
a a black substance used in candy 
and medicine 
b dodng things very we'll 
o a long narrow ditoh 
d a dark bro,wn so:Et e ea.l 
e a very bad smell 
f something made from wood ashes and 
used in soap and fertilizers 
g not produetng anything 
a a strong smelling colorless gas 
b takes the place of anothex 
o a gas which forms four-fifths of 
the a:ir 
a one who sails the seas 
e a gas tbat burns easily and weighs 
very little; 
f tbat proves something 
g that ships ean travel on 
a milk with the.water removed 
b crowded around 
e a hard yellow gum used in making 
jewelry 
d changed 
e helples~ 
f fitted for ho1res 
g r ou.gh, not f:lne 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
• 
l indicating 
2 primitive 
5 bauxite 
4 seythe 
5 overlap 
6 att~ 
7 siekle 
Chapter V 
1. parched 
2 occasi0nal. 
3 adjusted 
4 subtropical 
5 sufficient 
• 
pages l54 - 162: 
a shutting out all others 
b . a long curved. blade on a long 
handle for cutting grass, 
e perfume made from flowers 
d very simple, as in very early times 
e one part covering another part 
f pointing out, showing 
g cutting or tearing roughly 
h a mineral used to make aluminum 
i a tool for c11tting grass with a 
short blade on a short handle 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 166 - 183 
a enough 
b hidden, dark 
o dried by heat 
d bordering· the Torrid Zone. 
e once in a while 
f fitted. to one's surroundings 
g handled or treat ad 
r \ 
1 strait 
---\. 2 require;. 3 merino 
---
4 plod. 
5 volcano 
1 muzzl~ 
2 eruption 
3 jutting 
---
4 scorches 
---
5 portion 
1 ancest0rs 
---
2 gleams 
3 cmps 
---
4 adobe 
5 spurs 
• 
2U7 -
a walk heavily 
b a kind of sheep with fine wool 
c a mountain having an opening through 
which steam and ashes eome out 
d weaken» use up 
e a deep crack or opening in the earth 
f a narrow channel c0nnecting two 
large .bodies of water 
g need, demand 
a hard, dark. glassy rock 
b a part or a share 
c sticking out 
d a burs~ing forth 
e the nose, mouth and jaws of a four 
footed animal 
'f a rule of action or conduct 
g dries up, withers 
a loose trou.sers 
b eraeks open, makes ro~ugh 
c sun dried brick 
d pointed things worn on a hoseman' s 
heel to make a horse ride quickly 
e persons from whom one is descended 
f strong leather trousers worn by 
cowboys 
g shines 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
,. 1 gondola 
2 lariat 
3 inter:ior 
4 cluster 
5 arroyo 
1 artificial 
a :fallow, 
5 distinet 
4 mesa 
5 picturesque 
Chapter VI 
---
1 mysterious 
2 acacias 
---
3 cassava 
---
___ 4 guavas 
• 
5 :fantastic 
pages 
208 -
184 - 185 
a a long rope with a noose for catching 
horses and cattle 
b a number of things of the same kind 
e a metal plate which is thrown in a 
conte·st 
d a stream of water or a channel or 
canal for water 
e a city square where goods are sold 
f. a long narrow boat used on the 
canals of Venice 
g inside 
a land for crops which is plowed but 
not planted for a season 
b clear, easily seen, heard or 
understood 
c a flat topped hill with ateep sides 
d like a picture, unusual 
e bruise or crush by squeezing 
f not natural 
g flavor, ·taste or smell 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 18'7 ,.. 203 
a odd. 1 strange ana. wild in shape or 
manner 
b bushes or small trees wi~h fern like 
leaves 
o hard to understand 
d .:fronts o£ buildings 
e acid :fruits used in making jellies 
and jams 
:f a tropical pla.nt with starchy roots.· 
g dried meat of coconuts 
l impresses 
---
• 
2 esparto 
---
3 released 
---
4 tumble: 
---
5 manioc 
1 oasis 
---
2 pomegranate 
---
3 pistachio 
4 millet 
---
5 nomads 
~--
1 evidences 
---
---
2 sorghum 
3 clue 
---
___ 4 indigo 
5 sanitation 
---
• 
209 
a fall, throw over or down 
b frightens, makes afraid 
e bas a strong effect on the mind or 
feelings of 
d the starch of a tropical plant 
e let go, set free 
f refuse to s;top or be changed 
g a Spanish grass; 
a a greenish nut 
b a grain us.ed for food in Asia and 
southern Europe 
o a vegetable growing unde+ground 
d followers of an important persen 
e a fertile spoji :in the desert whe.re 
there is water 
f members of tribes which move from 
place to place 
g a reddish yell0w fru.it with a thiek 
skin and many seeds 
a a tall plant grown for its sweet 
juices 
b ways of improving health conditio~ 
o shouts, loud cries 
d a help or hint' 
e facts, proo:fs 
. 
f a starchy root grown for food 
g a blue dye 
• 
1 cis terns 
---
2 co:pal 
---
3 bask 
---
4 scu.ttlet 
--~ 
_____ 5 particles 
1 raffia 
-~-
---
2 :forage 
.3 :flexible 
---
4 cola 
---
5 mi~lea cling 
_____ 1 abruptly 
2 vanadu.im 
----
3 baobob 
---
4 uranium 
---
5 chromium 
---
• 
6 rattan 
---
210 
pages 204 - 21~ 
a run quickly 
b a gum from t±ees used in varnishes 
c very little bits 
d tanks £or storing water 
e a brown paint or ink 
f warm oneself pleasantly 
g push away 
a easily bent 
b a bitter brown nut used in making 
drinks 
c causing to gG in the wrong directien 
d curving~ turning, winding 
e :food :for animals 
f driving ba.ck 
g :fiber :from a palm tree used in 
making baskets 
a a so:ft bright metal used with steel 
b a grayish metal that does not rust 
or tarnish easily 
e the tough stem o:f a climbing pa~ 
tree 
d suddenly 
e a strange looking tree with a very 
large trunk, which growa in 
grasslands 
:f something showy but useless. trash 
g completely 
h a heaVY~ hard~ white radioactive metal 
*********** 
• 
• 
Chapter VII 
1 caravans 
---
2 ~ocusta 
___ 3 mosques 
I sultan~ 
5 bazaars 
---
1 meana.ers 
---
2 recall 
---
3 evaporates 
4 minarets 
_,..... __ 5 generate 
1 disadvantage 
2 mobair 
---
3 mecca 
---
_____ 4 replaced 
5 shif'ting 
---
21_1_ ·~ 
pages 217 - 2.32 
a persons marching forward 
b grasshoppers that travel in swarms 
c groups of people traveling together 
:for safety through a desert or 
dangerous country 
d great shows, great gl.ory 
e rulers of Jillohammed.an countrie.s 
f streets full of shops in Oriental 
countries 
g Mohammedan places of worship 
a slender, high towers on Mohammedan 
places of' worship 
b removes water from 
c remember, call back to, mind 
d winds, turns or twists in its course 
e putting together, stirring well 
together 
f ··very small paintings or pictures 
g produce, cause to be 
a a-place where many people gather 
b went back, moved back 
c changing from one place to. another 
d something which stops success 
e blotting out, removing all traces of' 
f cloth made from the long silky hair 
of the Angora goat 
g filled or took the place of' 
• 
Chapter VIII 
---
.---
-,..---
---
---
---.--
---
---
---
---
1 conform 
2 rem0te 
3 prowl 
4 brittle 
5 alert 
1 droughts 
2 gullies 
3 sables 
4 lichens 
5 facilities 
1 extent 
2 vicinity 
3 kohlrBtbi 
4 annexed 
5 steppe 
pages 233 ··- 246 
a wide awake, watchful 
b very easily broken, breaking with 
a snap 
e dull, idle, lazy 
d go about slowly, secretly hunting 
for something to eat or steal 
e aet as the law or rules say 
f far off, far away 
g :frighten,. make afraid 
a chances, risks, dangers 
b animals valuable for their dark, 
,ahiny brown fur 
a dry looking plants that grew flat 
. on roe~s and trees 
d little steep valleys made by water 
e floods, overflowings 
:f long periods of dry weather 
g things that make anything easier, 
helps, 
a joined. or added to something 
b mended,. prot eo ted 
a large treeless plain 
d yellow fruit like a small orange 
' 
e a vegetable that looks like a turnip 
f size, space, length 
g region near a place 
---
1 taiga 
• 
2 conservation 
------
3 ermine 
---
___ 4 merges 
5 adequ.at~ 
1 ferments 
---
2 internal 
---
3 eo onomical 
---
4 inflammable 
---
---
5 frequent 
1 combines 
---
2 ensilage 
3 defeotf,l 
---
4 caviar 
5 shaft 
• 
213 .. 
a hinting, involving, oonneotmg 
b a weasel, valuable for its soft fUr 
o pulls or tears do~ 
d. large Qone bearing forests south of 
the treeless plain in the arctic 
regions 
e joins~ unites 
f protect:ing and saving 
g enough, all that is needed 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
page• 246 ,... 267 
a inner, ins ide 
b very bright, shining, sp,lendid 
o easily set on fire. 
d. happening often 
e very soon, with haste 
f changes, sours 
g not wasting~ saving 
a faults 
b straw, leaves, earth spread around 
trees or plants 
o like meal, dry and powdery 
d. food for animals stored in a silo 
e a deep passage sunk in the earth 
£ farm machine~ 
g a salty relish made from !ish eggs 
---
1 disregard 
---
2 e;x:pande4. 
---
3 regulate 
4 conserving 
--.--
5 stress 
---
_____ l platinum 
-.,..--
2 palladium 
---
a tungsten 
4: cellulose 
---
5 manganese 
Cbapter IX 
_ ___,.,. 1 tung 
___ 2 sampans 
3 desoLate 
---
4 monsoona 
---
5 subsistence 
---
-214 
a direct or control by rule 
b keeping from harm 
c sharp pressure that hurts 
d keeping in or near one place 
e take no notice of, pay no attention to 
f spread out 
g importance 
a arare metal more valuable than gold 
b a garden plant with divided fragrant 
leaves 
c a hard gxayish white brittle metal 
tinged with red 
d a metal that looks like silver used 
for jewelry 
e a metal used in electric light bulbs 
f the woody part of all plants and trees 
g a tool for holding or lifting 
something 
* * * * * * * * '* * * 
pages 267 .... 2~4 
a winds that change their direction 
with 'the seasons 
b reduced by us.ing up, drained 
c ways of keeping alive, living 
.d oil :from the seeds of a tree used 
in making paint, varnish and 
linoleum 
e deserted, .having no inhabitants 
f something ad.ded to malre it larger 
or better 
g small sailboats used in China 
and Japan 
21.5 
1 silt a :fine soft thread spun by worms 
• 
2 mingle b something to help one remembe:z.: 
caught with a 3 lured c trap 
4 antimony d earth and sand carried by moving 
water 
5 reminder e attracted 
f mix~ join 
g a brittle, s!lver white met~l 
1 leess a growing two crops in the same :field 
2 distinctly b a tall, coarse grain 
5 inte:reul.ture. c careful in speech and action 
4 reeling d :fine, yellow, wind blovm, :fertile 
soil 
5 kaoliang e tearing, pulling apart 
f definite, unmistakable 
g winding on a B.Q',OOl or roller 
1 isinglass a something raised for cattle food 
and oil 
2 linked b a long haired ox 
3 soybeans c curtained couches used for carrying 
passengers 
4 yak d small two-wheeled carri~ges drawn 
by men 
5 jinrickshas e joined, connected 
f a :fierce animal like a leopard 
g a transparent mineral that divides 
• 
into thin layers 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
• 
• 
---
---
---
1 bambo<:> 
2 trinkets 
3 jade 
4 kumquats 
5 lichee 
3 sluggish 
4 suffocating 
5 tapering 
1 mica 
2 termites 
3 castes 
___ 4 verge 
5 whirlwinds 
---
pagew 294 - 298 
a a bard green stone used for jewelry 
b time of rejoicing 
c nut of a Chinese fruit 
Cd tall grass with hollow stems 
e yellow fruits used in p~eserves 
and candy 
f small fancy articles of little value 
g small amounts of money 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 299- 316' 
a very high 
b keeping from;breathing 
o very strong, healthy 
d becoming l smaller toward one end 
e shining, bright 
f slow, lazy 
g striking with something heavy 
a edge 
b classes of society 
c windstorms 
d not planned, accidental 
e a mineral that a.ivides into thin 
layers you can see through 
f a way of doing things 
g white ants tbat d.estroy buildings, 
furniture , etc. 
• 
• 
1 scented 
2 revives 
---
---
3 .a:ppressive 
___ 4 scantily 
---
5 gunny 
Cha:pter XI 
l dissolving 
---
2 oozes 
3 warping 
___ 4 juts 
5 resist 
___ l prey 
2 teak 
---
3 latex 
---
4 erosion 
---
---
5 · kapok 
a not enough 
b a strong coarse material used for 
bags 
c comes back to a fresh lively condition 
d forced 
e agre~s with~ fits 
f perfumed 
g ba.rd to bear 
* * * * * * * * * * ~ 
pages 317 - 329 
a mix, e onfuse 
b oppose 
c sticks out 
d flows out slowly and quietly 
e taking out 
f melting 
g bending or twisting out of shape 
a a milky juice found in many plants 
b being worn away 
e beat heavily · 
d a tree whose pods, containing soft 
fiber, are used for stuffing 
mattresses, ~tc. 
e hunt and kill for food 
f damage 
g a yellowish brown wood 
1 dart 
,. _____ 2 vigorous 
3 hack 
___ 4 downy 
5 remote 
---
---
1 struggles 
---
2 stagnant 
---- 3 quinine 
4 distinct ion 
----
5 girdle'Jl 
1 abaca 
2 leeches 
----
3 typhoons 
4 cinchona 
----
5 galleons 
a chop or cut roughly 
b fluffy, of soft feathers 
c far away, far off 
d move swiftly 
e strong, active 
f distasteful, disagreeable 
g soil, make dirty 
a bitter medicine used for c!olds 
b eut around a tree trunk 
c difference 
d turned aside 
e hard,work, great effort 
f not running or flowing 
2:18 
g plain, easily seen or understood 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
pages 329 - 336 
a hurricanes, violent storms 
b not likely to move or change 
c a tree whose bark is used for drugs 
d a plant used for its long strong 
-fibers 
e large sailing vessels with many 
decks 
f soft, not bard or tough 
g worms that suok blood 
• 
•• 
l .venture 
2 copra 
3 slither 
4 confront ad 
5 sprawling 
Chapter XII 
1 koala 
---
2 drab 
---
__ 3 platypaa 
___ 4 limey 
---
5 eucalypt11s 
1 ind.entations 
2 dingoes 
3 kelpies 
4 padd.ocks 
5 lagoons 
*·1 
219-
a carried on 
b ali de 
0 gather stalks of grain 
d dare 
e faced 
f s:pread out 
g dried meat of cocoanuts 
* * * * * * * * * 
pages 337 .;.., 358 
a an animal with a duok bill 
b a very tall tree valuable for 
timber. gum and oil 
e a white substance obtained by burning 
shells 
d salty 
e soft fUrry bears that live on the 
leaves of a valuable tree 
f dull. b~ownish gray 
g small trees or bushes growing 
thiokly together 
a water within a ring shaped coral 
island 
b ashes of seaweed 
0 reddish brown wild dogs 
a small rowboats 
e small fields used as :pastures 
. 
f deep bays. 
g sheep dogs of Australia 
1 em11s 
-~\ t· 1 . ! 2 prickly 
3 reef 
4 coral polyps 
5 teeming 
1 artesi:an 
2. survive 
3 s:paoio~ 
4 secrete 
5 plague 
6 sanc1a.lwood 
~· 
( 
•'""!'!I 
220 ·. 
a 
b 
e 
.cl 
e 
:f 
g 
a 
b 
full and overf'lowing with 
a narrow ridge o:f ro.olm or sand 
sb.allew water 
small sea animals who fonn low 
islan:ds 
large three-toed birds like an 
oatrich but smaller 
an unpleasant sm~ll 
weasels· that are brown in summer 
white in winte~ 
having many sharp points 
seeming reas.onabl~ 
a dangerous d~sease 
rapidly · 
that spreads 
in 
bp;b 
'· ~-·'-.,_ 
a tree whose wood is 
boxes, fans etc. 
used :for making 
d a skilled workman 
e a well made by boring into the earth 
till water is reaehed 
:f remain alive after 
g hide 
h with _plenty o:f room 
* * * * * * * * * * * 
